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Abstract
This thesis investigates the thermomechanical properties of two commercial composites using
carbon fiber reinforcement in epoxy resins for manufacturing marine based rowing racing
shells. The main goal of this project was to investigate how to control the resin properties and
curing temperatures to improve the final product properties including adhesion, toughness
modulus and tensile strength. Moreover, an efficient curing process was required by our
supporting company to be used at low temperatures to enhance the curing characteristics and
to provide improved mechanical properties. Accordingly, the current research tries to improve
the manufacturing curing process and build up high performance structure with enhanced
properties for low weight racing hulls.
Using a vacuum bagging only technique (VBO), the composite prepregs were cured by an
improved ramp rate of 3˚C/min. Numerous thermomechanical devices (e.t TGA, DSC, DMA
and Instron) were used to check for weigh loss and mechanical properties of the carbon fiberepoxy resin prepregs.
The results of this thesis showed that utilizing the autoclave curing technique (OoA), an epoxy
matrix composite could be prepared with the thermomechanical properties of the carbon fiber
prepregs improved and the curing cycle shortened. A void- free and pinhole-free composite
surface was obtained with enhanced mechanical properties using a ramp rate of 3˚C/min and
holding time after the curing process of 2 hours and 50 minutes with an onset curing
temperature of 121˚C.

Keywords
Carbon fiber- epoxy resin, composite prepregs, Vacuum bagging technique (VBO), TGA,
DSC, DMA, Instron, Out of Autoclave curing (OoA)
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Summary for lay audience
This dissertation investigates the thermomechanical properties of two commercial composites
using carbon fiber reinforcement in epoxy resins for manufacturing marine based rowing
racing shells. The main goal was to examine how to control the resin properties and curing
temperatures to improve the final product properties and illuminating the possible voids and
pinholes on the surface of the composites.
An efficient curing process was required by our supporting company to be used at low
temperatures to enhance the curing characteristics and to provide improved mechanical
properties. Using a vacuum bagging only technique (VBO), the composite prepregs were
baked, which will be called curing, by an improved ramp rate of 3˚C/min. Numerous
thermomechanical devices (e.t TGA, DSC, DMA and Instron) were used to check for weight
loss and mechanical properties of the carbon fiber- epoxy resin prepregs.
All in all, the results of this thesis showed that utilizing the autoclave curing technique (OoA),
an epoxy matrix composite could be prepared with the thermomechanical properties of the
carbon fiber prepregs improved and the curing cycle shortened. A void- free and pinhole-free
composite surface was obtained with enhanced mechanical properties using a ramp rate of
3˚C/min and holding time after the curing process of 2 hours and 50 minutes with an onset
curing temperature of 121˚C.
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Chapter 1

1

Literature Review and experimental analysis and
methods

1.1 Into the marine world and boat industry
Fiber reinforced polymer composite materials are being widely used in the aerospace and
automotive industries (Figure 1.1). In the past several years, many marine industries have
been using these advanced polymer composites, such as the supporting company of this
thesis, Hudson Boats Works.

Figure 1.1: Numerous usages of polymer composite materials from the automotive to
marine industry2.
In recent years, marine industries have shifted towards using carbon fiber reinforced with
epoxy resins compared to the glass fibers previously used. This is due to the high tensile
strength, high modulus, lower weight, good corrosion resistance and great damping
properties of these carbon fiber based composites3-4.
One of the most recent projects of the Hudson team is the SHARK series, which utilizes
composite materials by adopting aerospace technology and creating a new construction
methodology consisting of carbon fibers reinforced with epoxy resins and sandwiched

2

between honeycomb layers. This structure was demonstrated to be 4 times more impact
resistant and 50% stiffer than the previous structures made by the company (Figure 1.2)5.

Figure 1.2: The SHARK production being viewed from different angles5

1.2 Epoxy Resin
Polymeric materials are widely used in numerous industrial applications due to their unique
properties such as thermomechanical, chemical and electrical properties and easy
processability6-7. One of the most challenging environments for polymers is marine
applications, which require high UV and salt resistance. Epoxy resins are one of the main
barrier coating materials for use in marine applications due to their resistance to corrosion,
high tensile strength and modulus as well as easy processing, good thermal resistance,
chemical resistance and dimensional stability7-8.
Epoxy resins were first discovered in 1909, being defined as thermoset pre-polymers
having more than one epoxide group and low molecular weight. Since this time, epoxy
resins have been used in a variety of engineering applications from packing materials,
coatings, semi-conductors in electrical equipment, insulation and adhesives being used in
the automotive and aerospace industries9.

3

Epoxies can be hardened using numerous curing or accelerating agents which both speed
up the curing procedure and are important to the polymers resulting mechanical properties.
The curing process is dependent on the proportion of the epoxy resin, curing agent and the
accelerator type being used8-9.
Epoxies can provide good protection to metals due to the hydrophilic nature of their
chemical groups in the cured structure, hence they are often used for metal coatings due to
the presence of the carboxyl groups (-COOH), hydroxyl groups (OH) and amino groups
(NH2) which add in unpaired electrons8.
From the curing process, epoxies experience enhanced mechanical properties and low
shrinkage as well as a long shelf-life and perfect damage tolerance10. Due to the
crosslinking feature of cured epoxies, they are quite brittle, prone to crack initiation and
growth8. The lack of toughness can affect the performance of these materials for various
applications. In order to minimize these issues, coupling the epoxy resin to the carbon fiber
in the prepreg format and adding a honeycomb structure can improve these properties as
well as having the possibility of using some commercial additives11.
The epoxide functional group, also known as the oxirane or ethoxy group, is the
representation unit of the epoxy polymer. The commercial epoxy resin used for both types
of the prepregs used in this dissertation was the oligomers of the diglycidyl ether of
bisphenol A (DGEBA) as shown in Figure 1.3.

Figure 1.3: The chemical structure of the Bisphenol A (BPA)1.
The epoxy oligomers, when reacting with the hardener, become cured and turn into the
final thermosetting polymer as shown in (Figure 1.4).12 Amine-based hardeners are the
most common these days, while anhydrides and amides are also used10.
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b)

a)

c)

d)

Figure 1.4: Curing Stages of the Epoxy resin: a) Epoxy resin uncured, b) Epoxy resin
partially cured but still fusible, c) Epoxy resin becoming infusible (gel point) around 60%
cured, d) Epoxy resin (fully-cured, infusible).
Among the various epoxy resin candidates, bisphenol A type resins are the most widely
used. They can provide excellent mechanical properties and adhesion due to the formation
of the crosslinked network structure through the chemical reaction in the epoxy rings
(Figure 1.4).
The properties of epoxy resins can be predetermined by the chemical structure of the resin
and its hardener and the network achieved from them by the curing process. Despite their
several advantages, the resins also suffer from brittleness, poor strength and a lack of
toughness. In different applications, the prepreg composites of carbon fiber and epoxy resin
are mostly used while having sandwich composites with a honeycomb layer of Nomex.
The process of preparing epoxy resins from the curing agent and the accelerator using
commercial products is shown in (Figure 1.5).
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a)

c)

b)

d)

Figure 1.5: a) Dyhard UR500 epoxy resin accelerator, b) Dyhard S100 curing agent, c)
EPM104 epoxy resin, d) the overview of the three commercial components together.
The lack of mechanical properties of epoxy resins such as resistance against stress and
crack propagation and high brittleness make these materials of interest for composite
formation6, 13. The need for having lighter weight materials is also vital in the aerospace
and automotive industries13, which is also a tremendous benefit in other fields, such as for
use in marine racing halls as in this dissertation.

1.3 Carbon fiber
Carbon fibers have been of tremendous interest to the scientific and industrial communities,
particularly when using a thermosetting resin for mechanical reinforcement. The use of
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carbon fibers provides a higher strength to weight performance, better fatigue strength and
potentially greater options for freedom in design14.
To help reduce the weight of the epoxy materials, carbon fiber- reinforced polymers
(CFRPs) can be used. In this research, CFRP were used, which contain carbon fibers
embedded in an epoxy resin thermosetting matrix15. This combination is known to provide
excellent mechanical properties and chemical stability, making these materials a good
replacement for metals that would suffer from corrosion or larger thermal expansion16. Of
additional interest is that carbon fibers are lower priced compared to glass or exotic
nanomaterials3. Note that the fiber- reinforcement phase includes carbon fibers as the
reinforcement step and the thermosetting epoxy as the binding material3. Therefore, carbon
fiber- epoxy resin composites are used in the form of pre-impregnated materials called
prepregs17.
Carbon fiber prepregs are commonly used in a variety of industries, such as by Hudson
Boat Works for making marine racing hulls. Carbon fiber prepregs have been used in
industrial epoxy resins since the early 1980’s as non-critical secondary structures for
aircraft manufacturing. Their use has been dramatically increasing, with prepregs being
used nowadays not only in aircraft primary structures, but in a variety of other industries
including automotive, wind energy, sports goods and especially the marine industry. They
are formulated in a resin matrix which is reinforced with fibers of carbon (Figure 1.6).
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Figure 1.6: Sample of the unidirectional commercial prepreg being used for this
research.
Note that in the CFRP combination, the reinforcement polymers must deliver two main
advantages for enhancing the matrix material: providing high strength and also having low
ductility8. According to the literature, reinforcements are deliberately used for polymers to
make them stronger, lighter, less expensive and electrically conductive at the same time18.
The type of fiber filler used for this thesis is carbon fibers working as the reinforcement
material (Figure 1.7).

Figure 1.7: The woven carbon fiber fabrics as the reinforcement materials, fillers, before
the curing process.
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Such samples have been shown to contain voids and pinholes on the surface of the
materials19, which was a challenge found by our supporting company (Figure 1.8), to be
addressed in this work.

Figure 1.8: Types of the numerous pinholes and voids the supplied prepregs were
suffering from in the seat section of the rowing halls.

1.4 Nomex honeycomb
For the past few decades, sandwich composites have been utilized in the aerospace and
high-speed railway industries. Nowadays, they are of great importance in the marine
industry due to their lightweight, high strength and stiffness16. Nomex honeycomb is the
standard non-metallic composite structure used for its lighter weight as shown in (Figure
1.9). Fabricators mainly use such sandwich cores for their high strength to weight ratios20.
In this research, commercial grade honeycomb made with aramid fiber paper (DuPont
Nomex) which is coated with phenolic resin was used, as this material is known to have
great resiliency, low density and low pricing21. Note that the expanded cell structure leads
the honeycomb to be highly flexible, which is a key property for use in tight radius curves
such as boat ends and seats. In addition, using Nomex honeycomb provides high fire
resistance and thermal insulation as well as great bonding with the epoxy resin which helps
to reduce peel.
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Figure 1.9: The Nomex honeycomb texture used for this dissertation.
According to the literature, a sandwich construction contains a thin high strength prepreg
skins (carbon fiber-epoxy resin) bonded to the honeycomb, foam or balsa core. In this
thesis, the bonded layer to the prepreg skin is Nomex honeycomb. Such a sandwich
construction can be called a “self-adhesive” prepreg, which does not need additional
adhesive layers. These systems allow the production of light weight structures while
reducing fabrication costs. Such assemblies are suitable for aerospace technologies due to
their low weight, high stiffness, durability and the reduced production costs 14.
An additional advantage of the sandwich technology is that the shearing stresses are
supported by the honeycomb layer while the tensile and compression stresses are
maintained by the skins (carbon fiber- epoxy resin prepregs). The prepreg layers are also
stable through the entire length and the structure will experience rigidity in several
directions when utilizing a sandwich construction21.
In this research, the honeycomb sandwich composites were fabricated using carbon fiberepoxy resin prepregs and Nomex honeycomb core, due to requirement for the lowest
possible weight structure.
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1.5 Matrix
The term matrix is used for the polymeric component supporting the fibers and bonding
them together in a composite structure. In the matrix construction, any applied forces are
distributed to the fibers while the fibers are maintained in their position and orientation.
The maximum service temperature and environmental resistance of the prepregs can be
controlled using the matrix as shown in (Figure 1.10)
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. One of the key criteria when

choosing a suitable prepreg matrix is knowing the maximum service temperature of the
selected prepregs, which for our case is 150 ˚C. Using higher temperatures than this can
result in having burnt prepregs with lower mechanical properties.
a)

b)
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c)

Figure 1.10: a) The visual components of a matrix, b) the matrix components using
carbon fiber, epoxy resin and Nomex honeycomb, and c) the cured matrix being used for
the experiment, measuring the thermomechanical properties.

1.6 Composites
Generally, composites are made from polymers or the combination of polymers and other
types of materials such as glass, ceramics, clay or carbon. Hence, composite materials
include two or more components resulting in improved physical and chemical properties
over those of the individual components. Composites have been used in numerous
applications over the years in a variety of industries from medical and sporting goods to
automotive and marine. Composites help boost the mechanical performance of the virgin
materials; enhancing stiffness and strength, as well as enhancing other properties such as
providing better thermomechanical, electrical and chemical properties, while potentially
providing weight savings over metals14.
Consequently, unidirectional composites (UD), as used for this research, have major
mechanical properties in one direction and are called anisotropic while, the isotropic
materials (most metals) experience equal properties in all directions14. For having optimum
mechanical properties, components made from fiber- reinforced composites can be
produced having the advantages of both UD composites and of true isotropic metals (Figure
1.11).
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a)

b)

Figure 1.11: Schematic definition of both a) Isotropic and, b) Anisotropic structure of
materials.

1.7 Vacuum oven curing system
The curing process in an epoxy matrix can be represented by reactive sites of the epoxy
pre-polymers formed during the polymerization and cross-linking process22. For this
research project, we used the post curing step to provide better cross linking in the epoxy
phase and as a result to obtain more homogeneous composites with better mechanical
properties23.
The glass transition temperature (Tg), which highlights the physical phase change in the
matrix properties, is used as an indication of the maximum service temperature in the
prepregs. Vacuum oven curing can be used to help boost the thermomechanical properties
of a composite while also enhancing the Tg value, resulting in the stabilization of the
maximum service temperature in the carbon fiber- epoxy resin matrix24. In this technique,
an oven apparatus is utilized, rather than working with an autoclave, and the composite
layers are under constant vacuum during the curing process.
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1.7.1

Prepregs and the Vacuum Bagging Only method (VBO)

Both autoclave or out of autoclave (OoA) techniques are generally being replaced by the
vacuum bagging oven curing method (VBO)25. The vacuum bagging method is one of the
vacuum oven curing systems that can create a mechanical pressure on stacks of prepregs
during their curing cycle26. While former techniques mostly involve complicated
temperature or pressure control, the vacuum bagging oven curing system is a
straightforward method using only resin impregnation into the fiber. This may result in less
void formation, while producing complicated structures involving little joining, machining
and production of the uniquely shaped components. Note that using prepregs, the fiber
content would be high (around 65%) and the content of the voids is typically 0.5% in the
out of autoclave prepreg procedure27.
Conventionally, the prepreg layers are firstly formed in a laminate structure, then they are
enclosed in a vacuum bag assembly and are placed in an autoclave (pressurized oven).
Having the temperature raised in the autoclave, the desired vacuum is then drawn in the
bag and the vessel is pressurized. However, today the new generation of the OoA prepregs
which have been introduced indicate that it is possible to produce autoclave- quality pieces
for high performance applications using the VBO technique25.
The capacity to use higher performance, higher viscosity resins and combine modifiers, as
well as having the ability to control fiber alignment and fiber volume fraction are key
factors that make prepregs commonly used compared to other OoA methods such as the
infusion or resin transfer molding technique26.
The vacuum bagging-only technique also helps decrease the purchase and operating costs
and provides the manufacturer the possibility for using lower cost cure set-ups including
traditional ovens, heating blankets and heated tooling. They are also considered
environmentally friendly due to the lower energy consumption requirements utilized
during the curing process. One of the other advantages is that the lower cure pressure during
the curing process can eliminate defects such as honeycomb core crush made by the
autoclave curing method. This can allow the use of lighter and less expensive cores in
different thickness and diameters26.
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While the process of curing using the VBO technique can help reduce void formation, the
porosity of the surface can be increased due to the increased value of the resin viscosity26.
Note that the mechanical properties of the composites, mainly the compression strength
and the interlaminar shear strength, can be reduced if the void content persists as the applied
force would be in the direction of the cracks or their interactions28.
Today, the industry is shifting towards faster, more efficient and environmentally friendly
methods using the VBO technique. Using the prepreg materials can help the process of
enabling this change. For numerous high value applications from aerospace to the marine
industry, the lower cost tooling is enabled by the installation of parallel production lines in
which one autoclave can be replaced by several oven-based curing environments. In the
VBO method, the unnecessary ovens can be eliminated by lower cost tooling or heating
tools during the absence of the atmospheric pressure28.
It is expected that the VBO prepreg materials can help provide rapid, efficient and
sustainable processing as one of the viable steps towards enhanced composites as examined
in this dissertation.

1.8 The relationship of DOE method and the materials
(Chapter II)
In this project, design of experiment (DOE) techniques were utilized to help provide a
better comprehension and optimization of the experimental system under examination. The
following method was used to improve the DOE model’s behavior and efficiency for the
response surface, as shown in Figure 1.12.
a)

b)
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Figure 1.12: a) Response surface with no curvature, b) Response surface with curvature
29

.

According to the literature, having the ability to use the squared (or quadratic) terms allows
us to model the curvature in the response. This is one of the differences between a response
surface equation and a factorial design.
This technique is beneficial for the following reasons30:
•

Better mapping of any region of a response surface. Also, the different ways of affecting a
response of interest by changing in variables helps model a response surface.

•

Determining the levels of variables that does the optimization for a response (−α, −1, +1,
+α).

•

Determining the best operating conditions to meet specific criteria.
Out of the two main types of response surface designs, (i.e. Central Composite method and
Box-Behnken design); the central composite was used for our design of experiment
methods in this dissertation29.

1.8.1

Central composite design

One of the most commonly used response surface designs is the central composite design.
It is a factorial or fractional factorial design with center points, improved with a group of
axial points (also called star points) that help one to estimate curvature. It is the newest of
the design of experiment method, which can cover both min and max points as well as the
optimum points in the design29.
There are numerous reasons behind the usage of this technique, namely30:
•

Estimating first-order and second-order terms efficiently.

•

Adding center and axial points to a previous factorial design to model a response
variable with curvature.
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Note that the central composite design is the specific method used for the optimization
procedure during the DOE technique. It can be useful in sequential experiments by adding
axial and center points, or building on previous factorial experiments as well30.

1.8.2

Reaching the optimization phase using the central composite
design

Using the mentioned design for determining the optimized conditions, four quadratic
mathematical model equations are utilized for predicting the production parameters for
both optimization processes31. One of the objectives of the central composite design is to
optimize the levels of the variables to determine the best response. It contains a full or
fractional factorial point, a supplementary point at a distance of α (α=2(k−p) /4) calculated
from the center, and finally a central point 31. The total number of experiments can be found
by Equation (1.1):
𝑁 = 𝑘 2 + 2𝑘 + 𝑐𝑝

(1.1)

where k is the factor number, and 𝑐𝑝 is the number of repetitions of experiment at the
central point. All factors can be tested at four different levels (−α, −1, +1, +α). For
statistical calculations, the actual variables and the coded variables are related according to
the following Equation(1.2):
𝑥𝑖 =

𝑋𝑖 − 𝑋0
𝛿𝑋

(1.2)

where 𝑥𝑖 is a coded value of the variable, 𝑋𝑖 is the actual value of the variable, 𝑋0 is the
actual value of 𝑋𝑖 at the center point, and 𝛿𝑋 is the step change of the variable. The four
variables chosen for this work were: Ramp (𝑋1 ), temperature (𝑋2), holding time after the
curing (𝑋3) and type of prepreg (𝑋4).
This methodology allows the response variables to be fitted by a quadratic equation (1.3)
that can describe the process:
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𝑘

𝑘

𝑖<𝑗 𝛽𝑗𝑗

𝑌 = 𝛽0 + ∑ 𝛽0 𝑋𝑖 + ∑ 𝛽𝑖𝑖 𝑋𝑖2 + ∑ ∑ 𝑋𝑖 𝑋𝑗
𝑖=1

𝑖=1

𝑖

(1.3)

𝑗

where Y, k, 𝛽0, 𝛽𝑖 , 𝛽𝑖𝑖 , and 𝛽𝑖𝑗 are the predicted response variable, number of variables,
constant term, coefficients of the linear parameters, coefficients of the quadratic parameters
and coefficients of the interaction parameters, respectively.

1.8.3

Analysis of variance (ANOVA) for the statistical analysis
technique

According to the literature, a statistical method that sections the total variation in a set of
data into component parts is called analysis of variance (ANOVA)30. Some common
definitions for generating an ANOVA table are as follows:
•

By dividing the sum of the squares of each variation source by their degrees of
freedom, the mean square values are calculated.

•

For determining the statistical significance, a 95% confidence level (α= 1.68) was
used in all analyses.

•

For evaluating the results, various descriptive statistics such as the p-value, F-value,
and the degree of freedom (DOF) are used.

•

By Fisher’s F-test and values of the “probability>F”, the (R2) of each coefficient
in model equations have been determined.

•

For predicting the level of accuracy in the response function, a small probability
value (p < 0.001) is shown, indicating that the model was highly significant.

•

Aiming the coefficients of determination R2 (correlation coefficient) and adjusted
coefficients of determination adj-R2, the goodness-of-fit for the model was also
evaluated.

1.8.4

The relationship of the mechanical properties on behavior of
the prepregs after the curing process (Chapter III)

It is expected that increasing the porosity on the surface of the prepregs will affect the
tensile strength and generally the mechanical properties of the prepregs. While most of the
literature has focused on changing the curing parameters in order to reach better
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thermomechanical properties, the effects of the pinholes and void distribution on the
composite laminates needs to be monitored. These are candidate factors which will affect
the performance of the composites and consequently, the thermomechanical properties of
the prepregs.
In this research, the maximum tensile strength, the stress at that point, the extension at the
breaking point, the yield before breaking, the maximum load bearable by the samples and
the Young’s modulus were derived using an Instron device.

1.8.5

Tensile properties of the composite prepregs

The percentage of strain value can be calculated using Equation (1.4).
Strain(%) =

𝐸𝑥𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛
× 100
𝑂𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔ℎ𝑡

(1.4)

The mechanical properties of a polymer involve its behavior under stress and such
properties help differentiate polymeric materials from small molecules32. Below is the brief
definition for each expression that will be used to define the mechanical properties of these
prepregs:

1.8.5.1

Stress

According to the literature, the force F applied normal to the face of an element of material
which is spread through the surface and balanced by the equal and opposite force on the
other side to maintain it in equilibrium, is called the tensile stress Equation (1.5).
𝜎=

𝐹
𝐴

(1.5)

From the above equation, 𝜎(MPa) shows the tensile stress, F carries the force (N) and A
(m2) is the area of each element32.

1.8.5.2

Strain

Strain is the response of materials to an applied stress. A tensile stress 𝜎 is applied to the
surface of a sample and will cause the element to stretch32. If the element originally has a
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length L0 (m), which stretches by 𝛿𝐿 = 𝐿 − L0, the tensile strain which is unitless, follows
Equation (1.6):
𝜀=

𝛿𝐿
𝐿0

1.8.5.3

(1.6)

Stress- Strain curves and moduli

Figure 1.13 provides typical stress-strain curves for polymers in different stages.
Conferring to the curves, the initial part which shows the elastic portion of the sample 𝜎el
is approximately linear (Hooke’s law) and also it is elastic, meaning the material will return
to its original shape when the stress is removed. The stress value would be measured using
MPa or MN/m2 as its units. It is important that stresses above the elastic limit cause
permanent deformation and according to the material type, it can experience ductile
behavior or brittle fracture.
Within the linear portion of the plot in the elastic region, strain is proportional to stress
according to Equation (1.7):
𝜎 = 𝐸𝜀

(1.7)

The constant of proportionality, E, is called Young’s modulus. With the material taken to
failure, the yield properties and ductility can also be measured using the tensile test.
For polymers, 𝜎𝑦 is the stress at which the stress-strain curve is non-linear, mostly a strain
of 1% (Figure 1.13). The behavior of the sample beyond the yield point depends on the
temperature relative to the glass transition temperature Tg. Typically, below the Tg point,
most polymers are brittle. As the material approaches the Tg point, the plasticity in it would
become possible32.
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Figure 1.13:Stress-Strain Curves for a polymer.
For thermoplastic materials, around the Tg point they exhibit so-called cold drawing, which
is the large plastic extension at a constant stress that can happen when the molecules are
pulled into alignment in the direction of strain. This is followed by hardening and fracture
when alignment is complete. Note that at higher temperatures, thermoplastic materials
become more viscous and can be molded while thermosets develop a rubbery and
decomposed texture. Not to mention that we are working with carbon fiber-epoxy resin
prepregs which are a good example of thermoset materials.32.

1.8.5.4

Plastic Strain

𝜀𝑝𝑙 is the permanent strain resulting from plasticity, therefore, it is the total strain 𝜀𝑡𝑜𝑡 minus
the recoverable elastic portion as shown by Equation (1.8):
𝜀𝑝𝑙 = 𝜀𝑡𝑜𝑡 −

𝜎
𝐸

(1.8)

The amount of the plastic strain that the material can tolerate is called the ductility factor.
In standard tensile tests, the ductility factor can be measured by the elongation 𝜀𝑓 (the
tensile strain at breakage) which is generally measured as a %. 𝜀𝑓 . It is not a true material
property as it depends on the sample’s dimensions, but it can be used as a measure of the
ability of the material to be deformed32.
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1.8.5.5

Tensile Strength

Tensile strength is the essential stress to break a sample. In our case it is expressed in
MPa, and each MPa would be equal to 145 psi. For the polymers in their stretched mode,
the tensile strength is an important property. Our prepreg carbon fibers for instance, must
have good tensile strength as shown in Figure 1.1433.

Figure 1.14: Tensile strength at break point for polymers using the stress-strain curve.

1.8.5.6

Elongation percentage to Break

The strain on a sample at breakage can give us the amount of elongation, which is usually
expressed in percentage (%). It can also be called the ultimate elongation33. Mostly fibers
have a low elongation at breakage and elastomers have a high elongation at breakage
(Figure 1.15).
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Figure 1.15: The amount of elongation at break point using the stress-strain curve.

1.8.5.7

Young’s Modulus

The ratio of stress to strain provides us with the Young's modulus. It is also called the
modulus of elasticity or the tensile modulus depending on the device used. It is basically
the slope of a stress-strain curve33. Note that the stress-strain curves are normally not
straight-line plots, meaning the modulus will vary with the amount of strain. The initial
slope is used as the modulus for our case as shown in (Figure 1.16).

Figure 1.16: The Young’s modulus using the stress-strain curve.
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Note that rigid materials, such as metals, have a high modulus and in general, fibers have
high Young's modulus values, elastomers have low values, and plastics lie somewhere in
between. Overall, the Young’s modulus is a mechanical property that measures the
stiffness of a solid material and shows the relationship between the stress and strain mostly
by using the linear elasticity region of a uniaxial deformation, Equation (1.9)

𝐸=

𝛿
𝜀

1.8.5.8

(1.9)

Modulus of toughness

The toughness modulus of a material is the area under the stress-strain curve. The stress
is related to the tensile force on the material and the strain is due to its length. The area
under the curve is proportional to the integral of the force over the distance that the polymer
stretches before its breaking point, as described by Equation (1.10).

𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 ∝ ∫ 𝐹(𝐿)𝑑𝐿

(1.10)

According to the above relationship, this integral is the amount of work (energy) required
to break the sample. Note that, the modulus of toughness is a measure of the energy one
sample can absorb before it breaks33. In order to derive the modulus of toughness value
for each material, the force vs the elongation plot as shown in (Figure 1.17) is used.
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Modulus
of

Figure 1.17: The toughness modulus area for polymers using the stress-strain curve.

1.8.5.9

Hardness

Among the various hardness tests, the Vickers test is the easier one to be used as most of
the calculations are not dependent on the size of the indenter, and regardless of the amount
of hardness, the indenter can be used for all materials (Figure 1.18). Hardness is not a
fundamental physical property and can be considered more as a characteristic factor of a
material34. Using a fixed force and a given indenter, the material is harder when having a
smaller indentation34.
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Figure 1.18: A typical diamond structure that the indenters would leave on the surface of
the samples during the hardness test.
As with all measures of hardness, the rule is having a material that can resist plastic
deformation from a standard source. Note that the common units are known as the Vickers
Pyramid Number (HV) or Diamond Pyramid Hardness (DPH). Not to mention that the
hardness values can be converted into pascals (Pa) as well.
The microhardness test is one of the other names for this method, as it is mostly suitable
for small pieces, thin units and case depth surfaces. The testing apparatus is built to be used
on any surface such as metals, ceramics and composites. Below is one of the versions of
the hardness device which can be seen having different elements as shown in (Figure 1.19):
a)

b)
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Figure 1.19: a) Buehler MicroMet 5100 series device for hardness testing. b) The
mounted sample being used for the hardness test using the paraffin wax.
Hardness was measured using a Buehler MicroMet 5100 series device as shown in Figure
1.19(a). A paraffin wax material was used so that the samples would be maintained steady
during the process of hardness testing Figure 1.19(b).

1.8.6

Statistical analysis using the Holm-Sidak method (t-test)

The t-test is a type of inferential statistic to determine if there is a significant difference
between the means of two groups. With this method, we assume that the dependent variable
fits a normal distribution. Normally, the t-test method can be used to study the differences
between two population averages. In other words, this method is mostly used when we
need to compare two means. It is important that the scores be calculated on an interval or
ratio measurement scale. In a way, we can conclude that using the t-test method shows the
number of standard units that the means of the two groups are apart35-36. The significance
of the p-value results are described using the notations provided in Equation (1.11)37.
P≤0.05

Significant result being shown by *

P≤0.01

Significant result being shown by**

P≤0.001

Significant result being shown by ***

NS

Not significant result

(1.11)

Chapter 3 of this dissertation will cover these aspects thoroughly.

1.9 Scope of the research
The thermoset epoxy resin undergoes a curing reaction that leads the prepreg to reach a
solid structure which is highly durable, temperature resistant, stiff and extremely
lightweight38. These fiber- reinforced resins are cured under a variety of heat and pressure
conditions to form components. To manufacturers, performance and cost are two important
parameters that influence the selection of the prepregs and curing conditions for the various
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applications of interest. In this work, a simulated lab scale curing process was developed
for enhancing carbon fiber-epoxy resin prepreg thermomechanical properties.
The following were identified as the main objectives of this project:
I.

Optimizing the carbon fiber- epoxy resin matrix composites to improve the
thermomechanical properties.

II.

Comparing the mechanical properties of two commercial prepreg matrixes using
both initial and optimum conditions for the curing cycles.

Improving the thermomechanical properties of the prepregs and shortening the curing cycle
of them are two main goals behind this master thesis.
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Chapter 2

2

Optimizing the carbon fiber- epoxy resin matrix
composites to improve the thermomechanical
properties

2.1 Abstract
The goals for this chapter were to develop an efficient curing process for carbon fiber
composite prepregs in epoxy resins for use in marine rowing racing boats. Enhancing the
manufacturing curing process can potentially improve the company’s competitive
advantage in having high performance and low weight racing hulls. An oven and software
system were setup to mimic the current industrial heating rates used by the company to
understand the curing process by using a vacuum bagging technique. To help optimize the
curing process, a Design of Experiment (DOE) approach using a central composite design
was undertaken. Later, the results of the two types of B prepreg materials were examined
using a solvent casting method (vacuum-ramping technique) and a solvent free method
(conventional curing without vacuum-ramping technique). The results showed that both
types of B prepreg samples gave similar results to type A samples, although the A samples
gave more consistent results with less property variation. Weaker adhesion between the
epoxy resin and carbon fiber were found with the B samples, but they gave stronger
bonding to the honeycomb core. Further, the resin system used in the type B prepreg gave
a lower onset temperature and had a significantly higher curing enthalpy. The curing rate
of the B prepreg using the currently utilized processing temperature (121 ˚C) is
approximately two times that of the A prepreg. The results from the curing testing using
DMA analysis showed a decrease in the curing time of up to 50% by optimizing the curing
process conditions. Both types of prepregs (A and B samples) were found to give enhanced
mechanical properties at the optimum condition of ramp 3˚C/min, temperature 121 ˚C and
a holding time of 2 hours and 50 minutes. Note that A samples had better performance
overall while the B samples gave better stiffness results due to their difference in chemistry,
carbon fiber and epoxy resin content. By this optimization the amount of void-free and
pinhole-free composite surfaces was improved as examined by microscopy.
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2.2 Introduction
Improving the mechanical properties of composites is a major challenge in today’s world.
Enhancing the mechanical properties in carbon fiber- epoxy composites for rowing racing
shells is a major challenge in the marine industry1. The conventional method of fibermatrix composites used for marine racing halls can result in numerous defects and lower
mechanical properties due to the large amount of resin soaked into the fibers; therefore, the
Vacuum Bagging only technique (VBO) has been shown to increase the performance of
the curing process2. Accordingly, VBO in out of the autoclave technique is using constant
vacuum portion to heat and cure the composites.
The main barrier coating materials that are used in the marine industry are epoxy resins as
the reinforcement phase; due to their high tensile strength and modulus as well as easy
processing, good thermal resistance, chemical resistance and dimensional stability3. Epoxy
resins are defined as prepolymers having epoxide functional groups and low molecular
weight4. As an important thermosetting resin, they can be hardened using numerous curing
agents with both the curing process as well as the role of accelerators during the
polymerization and cross-linking process 2. The unique features of the curing process are
dependent on the chemical composition of the epoxy resin, the curing agents and the
accelerators used4. The usage of carbon fibers have been shown to boost the mechanical
performance of the epoxy composites, providing excellent stiffness and strength, good
thermomechanical, electrical and chemical properties, while providing enhanced weight
savings over metals3. Due to the lower price of carbon fibers compared to the glass or
polymer fibers, these composites are suited for the automobile, aerospace industry as well
as the marine industry and sports; therefore, they are focused on carbon fibers as fillers to
enhance the thermomechanical properties and provide a smooth surface5.
Carbon fiber-reinforced polymers (CFRP) that contain the carbon fibers embedded in the
epoxy resin thermosetting matrix need excessive resin applied to their surface for the
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process of curing. This has led to using carbon fiber prepregs as a common method for
reinforcing fabrics which have been pre-impregnated with resin and a curing agent, which
are both easier to use and have shown enhanced mechanical properties6. The prepregs can
be layered into a mold without any additional resin for the curing process7.
Our aim in this work was to both understand and improve the currently used industrial
manufacturing process and to help lower the defect rates. This will help us understand the
role of the resin and material suppliers better towards producing more consistent highperformance racing shells. To do so, a Design of Experiment (DOE) technique was utilized
to examine the curing process at the lab scale to find which conditions enhance the
thermomechanical properties of the prepregs by producing void-free and pinhole-free
surfaces. Moreover, our goal was also to understand the influence of the carbon fiber
reinforced with the epoxy resin prepregs from two different suppliers, type A and B,
towards producing both enhanced and more consistent high-performance racing hulls. To
do so, working on the innovative formulation of epoxy resin and reinforcing materials as
well as modifying the optimum conditions of curing at the lab scale were examined
thoroughly.
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2.3 Experimental objectives
2.3.1 Sample preparation
The vacuum bagging only technique (VBO) was used for preparing the samples both with
and without a Nomex honeycomb core. For assembling these commercial prepregs, three
layers of prepregs with 90˚ between the layers was used under the constant vacuum as
shown in (Figure 2.1).
a)

b)

VAC BAG

ALUMINUM PLATE

RELEASE PLY

VAC BAG

ALUMINUM PLATE
BIAX NS

RELEASE PLY

BIAX NS (3)

1/16” HC CORE
BIAX NS

ALUMINUM MOLD

ALUMINUM MOLD

Figure 2.1: Assembly for curing Prepreg, a) without core, b) with honeycomb core.
Consequently, with the VBO molding process using the oven curing cycle, type A prepregs
were cured as shown in Figure 2.2. A vacuum oven (Thermo/Lindberg/Blue M VO914C)
was used for the curing process which was modified by adding in an OMEGA CN7800
controller.
1)

2)
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4)

3)

Figure 2.2: Conventional curing technique using oven 1) The Vacuum Bagging process
(VBO), 2) Installation of the direct vacuum line inside the oven, 3) Installation of the
controller for the oven, 4) Final cured prepreg product after using the VBO technique.
The procedure was repeated with type B sheets supplied by Hudson, meaning three layers
of type B prepregs were used for each sample preparation and a pair of aluminum plates
were employed to hold these layers together during the curing process under vacuum.
Using the VBO technique, first the vacuum was released at the end of each curing cycle
resulting in air bubble formation. Therefore, the samples were maintained under 11 psi
constantly using a vacuum line inside the oven during the curing process and also for the
holding time after the curing process1.

2.3.2 Methodology
2.3.2.1

Curing procedure of prepregs in lab scale

For the curing procedure of both type A and B prepregs in the lab scale; firstly, the system
was tested without sample to validate its performance. To model a 2˚C/min ramp, the
Proportional Integral Derivative Controller (PID) technique was used for all onset, current
and peak temperatures. As PID is mainly useful for holding the temperature at a target
point, using ramp 1˚C/min which ramping indicates increment of temperature and holding
it afterwards, was not beneficial for this condition. Later, the ramp and soak method were
tested for various curing rates and times. Different ramp conditions were examined, starting
from room temperature (24 ˚C) to peak temperature of the samples (150 ˚C) examining
ramps of 2 ˚C/min, 3 ˚C/min, 4 ˚C/min and 5 ˚C/min.
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2.3.2.2

The response surface design of analysis

Three layers of both type A and B samples with 90˚ as their angle of orientation were used
as shown in Figure 2.3. Cured samples were cut into 12.81mm*35.70mm width and length.
Dynamic Mechanical Analysis (DMA) was used to monitor the curing parameters. Cured
batches of prepregs were prepared in the lab using a central composite design by changing
4 factors according to the Design of experiment method (DOE).

Figure 2.3: Orientation of the unidirectional carbon fibers for each layer of the prepreg
composite matrix construction for both type A and B samples.

2.3.2.3

Optimization condition using the central composite design

A central composite design (CCD) was used to optimize the production parameters
influencing the mechanical properties and the curing process of the examined prepregs.
The studied parameters are: ramping rate, curing temperature, holding time after curing
and type of prepregs. The type of prepreg is a categorical factor as only two types (A and
B) were examined. In the studied optimization processes, full factorial designs were used
in only one block and the factor ranges were in terms of alphas as shown in Table 2.1. The
minimum and maximum ramping rates and holding time after curing were derived in order
to have 2.5˚C/min and 2 hours and 50 minutes as their central values respectively. Order
of the temperatures of 92˚C and 150˚C were chosen to demonstrate the extreme ends during
the curing process of the prepregs, uncured composites and burnt samples. Note that 121˚C
was representing the onset curing temperature of the VBO process.
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Table 2.1: Levels of variables for central composite experimental design.
Variables

low axial
(-α=-1.68)

Center (0)

Low factorial
(-1)

High
factorial
(+1)

High axial
(+α=+1.68)

𝑿𝟏 : Ramp
(˚C/min)
𝑿𝟐 :
Temperature
(˚C)
𝑿𝟑 : holding
time (Hour)

1

2.5

1.81

4.19

5

92

121

103.76

138.24

150

1

2.50

1.61

3.39

4

These parameters were found to have a direct influence on the storage modulus, loss
modulus, stiffness and Tan δ. Design Expert 7.0.0 was used for the experimental design
and for regression analysis of the data.
If categorical factors are added, CCD will be duplicated for every combination of the
categorical factor levels. As a result for the response surface development, 40 runs were
carried out using four independent parameters to optimize the mechanical properties of our
samples as shown in Table 2.2.
Table 2.2: Design runs using central composite design.

Run

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Ramp
Temperature Holding Types
(˚C/min)
(˚C)
time
of
(Hour) prepreg
3
121
2.5
B
3
121
2.5
A
3
150
2.5
A
3
121
2.5
B
1.81
138
3.39
A
1.81
104
1.61
B
3
121
2.5
A
4.19
138
3.39
A
3
121
4
A
3
121
2.5
A
3
92
2.5
A
4.19
138
1.61
B
4.19
104
3.39
A
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14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

4.19
3
1.81
3
1.81
3
1.81
4.19
3
1.81
3
3
3
3
4.19
5
1.81
3
1
3
3
1.81
3
5
1
4.19
4.19

104
121
104
121
138
121
138
104
150
104
121
121
121
121
138
121
138
121
121
92
121
104
121
121
121
138
104

1.61
2.5
3.39
1
1.61
2.5
1.61
3.39
2.5
1.61
2.5
1
2.5
2.5
1.61
2.5
3.39
4
2.5
2.5
2.5
3.39
2.5
2.5
2.5
3.39
1.61

A
A
B
B
A
B
B
B
B
A
B
A
A
B
A
B
B
B
A
B
B
A
A
A
B
B
B

39

Note that Analysis of Variation (ANOVA), which sections the total variation in a set of
data into component parts, was used to check the confidence levels of the experiment and
the significance of its models8.
Consequently, A and B samples were examined using a Nikon Eclipse L150 optical
microscope for the occurrence of possible voids and pinholes. Optical microscopy was also
used to compare both commercial matrix composites in their initial condition and their
optimization phase.

2.3.2.4

Dynamic Mechanical Analysis (DMA)

To measure the mechanical properties of the carbon fiber epoxy systems, dynamic
mechanical testing was performed using a Dynamic Mechanical Analysis (DMA) TA Q800
system with a single cantilever clamp according to ASTM D4065-129. All 36 sample bars
were subjected to vibration at 1Hz and an amplitude of 15 µm. The oven temperature ramps
were from room temperature to 200˚C using a ramp rate of 3˚C/min, while the force was
measured using an applied 1 Hz frequency on one side of the sample while the other side
was clamped and fixed shown in Figure 2.4 .

Figure 2.4: Testing mode using the DMA device for both prepregs9.

2.3.2.5

Thermal Gravimetric Analysis (TGA)

To determine the heat stability and relative epoxy resin/carbon fiber adhesion, 12-15 mg
of the uncured prepregs were heated from room temperature to 700 ˚C at a ramping rate of
10˚C/min in N2 atmosphere, with a purge rate of 50mL/min using thermogravimetric
analysis (TGA) on a TA Q600 system.
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2.3.2.6

Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC)

The curing of resins was measured using differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) on a TA
Q200 system. The uncured sample was subject to heat-cool-heat cycle at a ramping rate of
10˚C/min for heating and 5˚C/min for cooling. The upper and lower temperatures were set
at 200˚C and -20˚C, respectively. To observe the curing enthalpy, the isothermal
measurements were conducted at 121˚C (current temperature used for industry production)
and at designated temperature.
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2.4 Results and discussion
2.4.1 Comparison of PID and Ramp and Soak curing technique
The first part of this work was to develop a laboratory sized heating system to mimic that
used commercially for boat hull curing by using carbon fiber:epoxy prepregs. Working
with both PID and the ramp and soak method, the results of R2 derived from the process
and the stability of the system were examined as shown in Figure 2.5. The ramp and soak
technique was the candidate methodology used for this curing procedure and ramps of 2,3,4
and 5 ˚C/min were examined as shown in Figure 2.5. The slope of the diagram is the value
for different ramp rates. Using a ramping rate of 5 ˚C/min showed fragile slope as the graph
indicates; even though the R2 for this condition sounds reasonable, having the ramp at
5˚C/min was deemed not practical for either the lab scale or potential industrial adoption.

Temperature(C)

a)
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c)

b)

d)

e)

Figure 2.5: Curing conditions using: a) PID mode starting from the room temperature
and increasing it manually, b-e) Ramp and Soak technique respectively using the values
of 2, 3, 4 and 5 ˚C/min as the ramping factor starting from room temperature and
increasing its value gradually with specific slope according to the ramp values.

2.4.2 The response surface design of analysis
2.4.2.1 Statistical Analysis using the analysis of variance
(ANOVA)
In Table 2.3, the results of the analysis of variance (ANOVA) for testing the accuracy of
the model and its residuals are summarized10. As Table 2.3 indicates, the Model F-value
implies that the model is significant for each of the responses. Also, there is only a 0.01%
chance that a "Model F-Value" this large could occur due to noise. Note that the values of
"probability > F" that are less than 0.05 indicate that the model terms are significant11. The
large value of the correlation coefficient R2, mostly 0.95, indicates a high reliability of the
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models in predicting the mechanical properties of the prepregs. This indicates that almost
95% of the response variability can be explained by the model.
Table 2.3: The results of ANOVA analysis of the developed models.
Response

Sum of

DOF

squares

Mean
square

Storage

Model

83.57

13

6.43

modulus

Residuals

4.36

26

0.17

Loss

Model

8.59E-004

13

6.61E-005

Modulus

Residuals

4.36E-005

26

1.68E-006

Stiffness

Model

1.75E+013

13

1.35E+012

Residuals 9.13E+011

26

3.51E+010

Tan δ

F-value

Model

1.65E-005

13

1.27E-006

Residuals

7.68E-007

20

3.84E-008

38.35

p-value

R-

Adj R-

Prob>F

Squared

Squared

<

0.95

0.93

0.95

0.93

0.95

0.93

0.96

0.93

0.0001
39.38

<
0.0001

38.31

<
0.0001

33.08

<
0.0001

2.4.2.2 Elaboration on the equations for the central composite
design models
Using four parameters as the variables in the central composite design, 40 experiments
were run for this optimization process. Six replicates at the center point were determined
as the experimental error for sufficiently enhancing the mechanical properties of the
prepregs. The obtained results were entered into Design Expert 7.0.0 software and four
quadratic models were selected to fit the results for the mechanical properties of the
prepregs using the DMA device. (Equation (2.1)-(2.4))
𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑢𝑠 = 15.76 + 0.11𝐴 + 0.70𝐵 + 0.60𝐶 + 0.98𝐷 + 0.57 𝐴𝐵
−0.12 𝐴𝐶 + 0.20 𝐴𝐷 − 0.63 𝐵𝐶 + 0.16 𝐵𝐷 + 0.07 𝐶𝐷 + 1.36𝐸 − 004 𝐴2
− 0.50𝐵 2 + 0.16 𝐶 2

𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑢𝑠 = 0.12 + 4.48𝐸 − 004 𝐴 − 2.81𝐸 − 003 𝐵 − 9.20𝐸 − 004 𝐶
−1.24𝐸 − 003 𝐷 + 1.53𝐸 − 003 𝐴𝐵 − 3.38𝐸 − 003 𝐴𝐶 − 1.69𝐸 − 004 𝐴𝐷

(2.1)

(2.2)
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−2.98𝐸 − 003 𝐵𝐶 − 1.47𝐸 − 004 𝐵𝐷 − 1.63𝐸 − 003 𝐶𝐷 + 2.01𝐸 − 003 𝐴2
− 9.27𝐸 − 005𝐵 2 + 1.52𝐸 − 004 𝐶 2

𝑆𝑡𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 = 7.61𝐸 + 006 − 2.23𝐸 + 005 𝐴 + 3.38𝐸 + 005 𝐵 + 2.93𝐸
+005 𝐶 − 2.94𝐸 + 005 𝐷 + 82976.29 𝐴𝐵 + 4.85𝐸 + 005 𝐴𝐶 − 1.38𝐸
+00 𝐴𝐷 − 1.91𝐸 + 005 𝐵𝐶 − 10510.19 𝐵𝐷 − 1.54𝐸 + 005 𝐶𝐷 − 1.92𝐸
2

2

+005 𝐴 − 1.46𝐸 + 005𝐵 − 77175.99 𝐶

(2.3)

2

𝑇𝑎𝑛𝛿 = 7.16𝐸 − 003 − 2.10𝐸 − 004 𝐴 − 3.31𝐸 − 004 𝐵 − 1.82𝐸 − 004 𝐶
−4.37𝐸 − 004 − 2.76𝐸 − 004 𝐴𝐵 − 1.65𝐸 − 004 𝐴𝐶 − 2.22𝐸 − 004 𝐴𝐷
+1.88𝐸 − 004 𝐵𝐶 − 3.25𝐸 − 005 𝐵𝐷 − 2.20𝐸 − 004 𝐶𝐷 + 2.40𝐸 − 004 𝐴2

(2.4)

+2.29𝐸 − 004 𝐵 2 + 7.93𝐸 − 005 𝐶 2
Using these models, all variables are in coded values, in which A is the ramp value, B is
representing the temperature, C is the holding time after the curing process and D is the
type of prepregs being used for this experiment. Also, AB, AC, AD, BC, BD, CD, A2, B2,
C2 and D2 are the interactions of the main parameters together and with themselves12.

2.4.2.3

Optimization phase

Three out of four factors were set as target values, meaning a ramp rate of 3˚C/min,
temperature at 121˚C, holding time at 2 hours and 50 minutes and only the fourth
parameter, prepreg type , were maintained in the ranges shown in Table 2.4. Our goal was
to find an optimum point with the best performance in mechanical properties, including to
maximize the storage modulus, stiffness and Tan δ and minimize the loss modulus at the
same time.
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Table 2.4: Constrains on the first optimization using the central composite design.
Name

Low limit

Upper limit

Upper
weight
1

Importance

3

Lower
weight
1

Ramp
(˚C/min)
Temperature
(˚C)
Holding time
(Hour)
Types of
prepregs
Storage
modulus
(GPa)
Loss
modulus
(GPa)
Stiffness
(KN/m)
Tan δ

2
121

138

1

1

3

2

3.39

1

1

4

A

B

1

1

3

12.44

18.71

1

1

4

0.11

0.13

1

1

3

5.33E+006

8.63E+006

1

1

3

6E-3

8.8E-3

1

1

4

5

The storage modulus, which represents the energy being stored at the elastic portion of the
samples, should be at the highest level while the loss modulus, which measures the energy
dissipated as heat representing the viscous portion of the samples, should be at its lowest
value1.
Similarly, a polymer transformation from a hard-glassy material to a soft rubbery one
meaning the ratio of loss and storage moduli, Tan δ value, should be at the highest value
as well. Such factors along with the stiffness and toughness of the prepregs are the critical
aspects that would enhance the mechanical properties of the samples and are the reasons
why we chose such limits for our responses13.
Following the response surface design utilized, 8 solutions were found considering the
conditions for two combinations of categoric factor levels. Yet, only two of the conditions
would be our practical solutions and will be used for the next steps of the experiment which
are tensile and adhesion bonding tests, highlighted columns Table 2.5.
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Table 2.5: Suitable solutions possible for central composite design optimum value for
both types of A and B samples.
Num

Ramp
(˚C/min)

Temp (˚C)

Holding
time (Hour)

Types of
prepregs

Storage
Modulus
(GPa)

Loss
Modulus
(GPa)

Stiffness
(GN/m)

Tan
Delta

Desirabil
ity

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

3
3
3
3
3
3
2.96

121
121
121
122
121
121
121

2.5
2.51
2.52
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5

A
A
A
A
B
B
B

14.78
14.79
14.80
14.80
16.73
16.75
16.72

11.81E-2
11.81E-2
11.81E-2
11.80E-2
11.56E-2
11.55E-2
11.56E-2

7.91
7.91
7.92
7.92
7.32
7.32
7.33

7.6E-3
7.6E-3
7.6E-3
7.6E-3
6.7E-3
6.7E-3
6.7E-3

7.23E-1
7.21E-1
7.21E-1
7.20E-1
6.94E-1
6.93E-1
6.91E-1

The 3D surfaces and 2D contour plots for the examined CCD provides a graphical
representation for the conditions of the reaction system. Using these plots, the response
parameters of the two factors are shown, while all other factors are at fixed levels14. The
results of the interactions between four independent variables and the two dependent
variables are shown in (Figure 2.6), while two other dependent variables were kept
constant. As shown in the plots, the first optimum point which is for the A prepreg shows
a good improvement in the mechanical properties comparing to the B prepreg as the
fifth(5th) optimum point Table 2.5. However, only in the stiffness part, type B shows better
qualities but overall it would not change the fact that A prepregs are better candidates for
industrial and lab scale usage in the curing process.
a)

Temperature
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b)

Temperature

c)

Temperature
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d)

Temperature

e)

Temperature
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f)

Temperature

g)

Temperature

h)

Temperature

50

i)

Temperature

j)

Temperature

Figure 2.6: a) Desirability plot and contour in A prepreg (Optimum point number 1), b)
Desirability plot and contour in B prepreg (Optimum point number 5), c) Storage
modulus plot and contour in A prepreg (Optimum point number 1), d) Storage modulus
plot and contour in B prepreg (Optimum point number 5), e) Loss modulus plot and
contour in A prepreg (Optimum point number 1), f) Loss modulus plot and contour in B
prepreg (Optimum point number 5), g) Stiffness plot and contour in A prepreg (Optimum
point number 1), h) Stiffness plot and contour in B prepreg (Optimum point number 5), i)
Tan δ plot and contour in A prepreg (Optimum point number 1), j) Tan δ plot and contour
in B prepreg (Optimum point number 5).
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2.4.2.4

The prediction of the optimum condition for having
enhanced mechanical properties

For confirming the model’s adequacy to reach the best mechanical properties (response
function), a new design using the optimum levels was carried out (two highlighted
conditions) as shown in (Figure 2.7)14-15. The results show that there is a good agreement
between the predictive and experimental results at the optimum levels, providing a high
validity to the model. Correspondingly, the R2 mostly around 95% supports the models
validity.

Predicted

Predicted

a)

Actual
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Predicted

b)

Actual

Predicted

c)

Actual

53

Predicted

d)

Actual

Figure 2.7: Predicted vs. actual values of a) Storage modulus, b) Loss modulus, c)
Stiffness and d) Tan δ as four responses of this central composite design of experiment.

2.4.3 Checking basic mechanical properties for both two commercial
prepregs
In this work the result of using different curing techniques and different curing
temperatures were examined. Two types of commercial samples A and B were tested using
the DMA device. Note that type A and B prepregs were cured using both the ramping
technique (VBO-ramp technique) and the conventional oven curing method (without VBOramp). In the subgroup of B prepreg, two different types of in solvent and hotmelt were
used. Therefore, different chemistry and curing techniques were utilized for the preparation
of type B samples. In solvent prepreg was cured while having more epoxy resin content
and a normal ramp curing method (VBO-ramp technique) while the hotmelt kind had to
use the conventional oven curing method (without VBO-ramp). Comparing type A with
these two B typed prepregs, it was understood that for the samples with no core, if they
were cured by ramping to target temperature, the storage modulus of both B in solvent
prepreg and B hotmelt prepreg indicated a better consistency at three different final
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temperatures, whilst the A prepreg varies significantly, and the storage modulus decreased
as the final temperature was increased (Figure 2.8).
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e)
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Figure 2.8: DMA results for A and B prepregs: a) Storage Modulus no- core, b) Storage
modulus- with core, c) Stiffness-no core, d) Stiffness- with core, e) Tan δ- no core and f)
Tan δ- no core.
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During the curing process at constant temperature (without VBO-ramp), the in solvent type
B prepregs and A samples showed a decrease in storage modulus while having an increase
in temperature, compared to those cured by the ramping technique of VBO-ramp (a-Figure
2.8). The results show that the modulus of the cured B hot melt prepregs is insensitive to
the curing temperature and examined curing method (either VBO-ramp or without VBOramp) (a-Figure 2.8).
Moreover, adding a Nomex honeycomb core between the two layers of B in solvent
prepregs and A prepregs led to a lower and more consistent storage modulus, which appears
insensitive to the curing method and temperature. The cored B hot melt prepregs show an
increase in sensitivity with curing temperature, although they are not affected by the curing
method (b-Figure 2.8).
Stiffness of the samples with and without core was also found to be insensitive to the curing
method (c& d- Figure 2.8). However, adding the honeycomb core was found to double or
triple the stiffness meaning increasing their maximum value from 15 KN/m up to 40 KN/m
compared to the samples without a honeycomb core(d-Figure 2.8). At 121 ˚C (250˚F), the
current curing temperature used by the company, the A prepregs show a higher stiffness
than either of the type B prepregs, whilst the latter has a higher stiffness at high curing
temperatures (c& d- Figure 2.8). However as for the rowing hall applications the maximum
stiffness is not the ideal condition therefore, it is better to work with the composites around
their onset curing temperature value(121˚C)16.
Maximum Tan δ (Tg) was found to vary with the sample source, that is, type B samples
showed a higher Tg (by 10-20 ˚C) than the A samples (e- Figure 2.8). This phenomenon
follows the same trend compared to the DSC results of rapid dynamic curing (shown later).
Both resin products showed that adding the honeycomb core decreased the Tan δ maximum
peak temperature by about 10˚C (f- Figure 2.8). The curing conditions were generally
found to not affect the Tan δ peak temperature for either prepreg supplier. Compared to the
literature this is one of the advantages of working with vacuum bagging only curing method
(VBO)13.
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In this study, we examined the peak factor to quantify the width of the tan δ peak. The peak
factor (Г) is defined as the full width at half maximum of the tan δ peak divided by its
height (Figure 2.9)16.It was used to understand how these results relate to prepreg quality.
More than one peak value usually indicates significant heterogeneity at a macro scale, so
that wider peak values for Tan δ indicate a lower homogeneity in the material during the
same scale11.

0.23

Peak Factor =∆𝑇⁄ℎ

∆𝑇

144.74˚C

119.27˚C

ℎ

˚

Figure 2.9: Typical tan δ profile of cured prepreg without honeycomb core. Where ΔT is
𝟏

the temperature difference at 𝟐 𝒉, and h is the height of the tan δ peak
The A samples without core showed a significant low peak factor (3 to 4 times) than their
B counterparts (a& c- Figure 2.10). Thus, during the curing conditions used to prepare
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these samples, the A prepreg shows better homogeneity than the B prepreg. This may
indicate a stronger resin-fiber adhesion for the A prepreg, which would lead to better
quality and lower defect parts. Peak factor of cured prepreg from both companies seem to
be consistent under different curing conditions, although higher curing temperatures (either
VBO-ramp or without VBO-ramp methods) yield a low peak factor (Figure 2.10). For the
two types of B prepregs, the hot melt seems to have a lower peak factor.
It is not surprising that adding the Nomex honeycomb core in-between the two prepreg
layers caused a significant increase in the peak factor, since the honeycomb Nomex
structure would lead to heterogeneity at the macro scale, which may cause voids and
pinholes in addition to making the structure stronger (b& d-Figure 2.10). The shape of the
Tan δ profile is deformed in the case of the type A-core samples shown in (b-Figure 2.10).
In this extreme case, the Tan δ profile displayed two peaks, green and red plots, thus the
definition of peak factor for this type of material wouldn’t be applicable (b-Figure 2.10).
For both B samples with core, although the Tan δ peak becomes relatively wide, the peak
factor definition is still valid and could be calculated (d-Figure 2.10). It is important that
although some A-core samples show double peaks, the overall profile of Tan δ is narrower
than its B counterparts, comparing b& d-Figure 2.10. This indicates better homogeneity of
the cured type A prepregs. It is reasonable to suggest that the bimodal Tan δ peaks are
caused by the addition of the honeycomb core, whose mechanical properties should be
consistent assuming there is no chemical reaction occurring inside the core during the
DMA test. The bimodality is very likely to be the sign of weaker adhesion between the
prepreg and the honeycomb as shown in (Figure 2.10).
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Figure 2.10: Tan δ profile of type A prepreg and B in solvent prepreg without and with
honeycomb core a) A prepregs at 115, 121 and 150 ˚C temperature without core, b) A
prepregs at 115, 121 and 150 ˚C temperature with core, c) B prepregs at 115, 121 and 150
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˚C temperature without core and d) B prepregs at 115, 121 and 150 ˚C temperature with
core.

2.4.4 Comparison of both A and B prepregs
The two commercial prepregs were subjected to TGA analysis to understand their
differences. Note that, only A samples and the uncured B in solvent prepregs were available
for thermal analysis that for the rest of this dissertation they would be recalled as A and B
prepregs. Neither product showed significant weight loss up to 245˚C (99.7% for the A
type and 99.3% for B prepregs). The A sample was found to have a higher onset
temperature (360 ˚C versus 330 ˚C). This has relevance to the basic material properties and
the homogeneity of the samples. Since the weight loss from both A and B prepregs (0.02%
for A and 0.16% for B prepregs) is negligible at 121 ˚C (the current curing temperature in
boat manufacturing) according to the TGA results, the pinholes/voids are less likely to be
caused by evaporation of low boiling point components. It is possible that the shrinkage of
resin during curing plays a key role to form voids inside and pinholes on the surface. The
interfacial properties between the mold and prepreg can also be one of the possible reasons
for surface defects which can be solved by either: a) a longer vacuum holding time or b)
longer holding periods after the process of curing.
According to the weight loss profile shown in Figure 2.11, the A sample has better thermal
stability, i.e. slower weight loss before the onset temperature. Also, in the last stage of the
TGA analysis, the residue material (carbon fiber) used in A shows higher thermal stability
than type B prepregs. Residue of B sample shows the tendency of continuous weight loss,
while it is quite stable for type A. Compared to literature materials of both the epoxy-clay
glass fiber composites and the epoxy-multi- walled carbon nanotubes(MWCNT) that are
dealing with faster but less weight loss, the heat stability for A and B prepregs are more
reliable17-18. This is less likely to affect the product quality since the boat will be primarily
used at ambient temperature. It is also possible that the thermal decomposition behavior is
caused by the carbon fiber quality used in the manufacturing process.
The calculation using the final remaining weight indicates that the resin content is
approximately 40% and 35% by weight for both A and B prepregs, respectively using the
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TGA technique. It is notable that the resin content measured by TGA testing can be lower
than the other methods like DSC (shown later), since the residue carbon from pyrolysis of
resin (while using nitrogen as purging gas) can potentially increase the remaining weight
of the non-resin component.
The derivative of the weight loss shows that the B prepregs have more significant twostage decomposition features than the A samples, which is also indicative of resin
formulation differences.
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Figure 2.11: TGA analysis of type A (top) and B (bottom) prepregs.

2.4.5 Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC)
The isothermal test for both A and B prepregs at peak temperature was carried out by
loading the samples into the preheated DSC chamber. Initial results using this approach
were found not to work well for either of these two products. This is attributed to the rapid
rate of curing near the peak temperature with the curing rate being too fast for the
instrument to measure accurately. Also, loading the samples will cause the DSC chamber
temperature to drop several degrees and the instrument needs some time to reach the set
isothermal temperature in a controlled way which is called the on-hold period. During this
time delay, the curing is almost finished thus acquiring the exact heat flow would be quite
challenging as shown by (Figure 2.12).
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Figure 2.12: Heat flow of A and B prepregs isothermal at 121˚C (top, after weight
adjustment) and peak temperature, 155 ˚C and 145 ˚C, respectively.
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Later, another method was designed in which the sample was loaded at standby
temperature (40 ˚C), then the instrument was programed to quickly ramp to the target
temperature using 10˚C/min as the ramping rate. It was found that chamber reached the
target temperature in about 1.2 min for both tests. The resulting DSC analysis shows that
the onset curing temperatures for type A and B prepregs are 139 ˚C and 129 ˚C. Therefore,
there are points where the reaction rate of the epoxy resin curing reaches the maximum for
both prepregs using the first heat cycle. The lower the onset temperature, the more reactive
the resin system would be for the B prepregs.
The curing enthalpy for A and B prepregs were calculated to be 275.6 J/g and 509.0 J/g
based on the total mass of the prepreg. This was determined by integrating the heat flow of
the first heating cycle based on the TGA residue weight at 690 ˚C. For this step, the resin
weight was adjusted by the residue weight at 500 ˚C. Therefore, the curing enthalpy of B
prepreg is 577.5 J/g as B shows some weight after 500 ˚C, after which the A weight appears
stable until the end of the test (Figure 2.13).
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Figure 2.13: Curing enthalpy of A and B prepregs (after weight adjust according to TGA
result).
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The glass transition temperature (Tg) was also measured for the second heating cycle,
where the Tg is 117.5 ˚C and 137.6 ˚C for A and B prepregs, respectively. As there is no
significant heat flow in the second heating, it is reasonable to conclude that there is no
further chemical reaction or primary transition occurring (Figure 2.14).
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Figure 2.14: Glass transition temperature of A and B prepregs after dynamic curing.
Note that the heat flow and sample temperature profile shown in (Figure 2.15) and the
curing enthalpy were calculated after the sample mass was adjusted to the resin content.
The starting point of the integration was determined by the time when the heat flow turns
to be positive (i.e. releasing heat from the sample). It is interesting that at the peak
temperature, the curing speed is very similar and the curing enthalpy is 244.6 J/g and 408.6
J/g, for A and B prepregs, respectively.
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Figure 2.15: Curing profile for A (top) and B prepregs (bottom) at peak temperature
using temperature jump method. Mass corrected to the resin content in prepreg.
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2.4.6 DMA results for curing type B samples in lab scale
As predicted, by increasing the ramp during the curing process at each temperature, the Tg
point increased as well. The loss modulus decreased as we have more stiff material in each
step. Both the storage and loss modulus decreased at higher ramp rates as heating up the
prepregs required less force for deformation (Figure 2.16). We were expecting the material
to be less stiff/strength, as more energy is dissipated as heat, increasing the loss modulus19.
As the testing temperature increased, less energy is stored which would lead the polymeric
molecules to slide past one another more quickly with increased force, leading to a rapid
decline in storage modulus. As the storage modulus increase indicates, the stiffness and
hardness are resistant to deformation due to the amount of energy being stored in the elastic
portion of the composites. We were expecting that both the storage and loss moduli should
decrease with increasing temperature, although only the loss modulus started to decrease
which is the physical appearance of the Tg.
Therefore, the recorded trend indicates that using a 5 ˚C/min ramp increased the speed of
the curing process, but not necessarily increased the Tg point or enhanced the
thermomechanical properties of the material. A slower heating rate (2˚C/min) led to higher
Tg values compared to faster heating at 5 ˚C/min20. Also, the results were not as stiff and
tough at 92 ˚C as we expected, because this temperature is far lower than the pre-curing
condition of the B samples. Consequently, our given solution is choosing a lower but safer
and more accurate ramp in the range of (2.5-3.5 ˚C/min).
By heating up the process, the polymeric chain mobility would be enhanced, and the curing
reactions happen more rapidly. So, the Tg point using Tan δ curve at higher curing
temperatures would be lower as expected21.
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Figure 2.16: DMA results for type B prepregs cured in lab scale. a) Storage Modulus, b)
Loss modulus, c) Stiffness and d) Tan δ.
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2.4.7 Optical Microscopic figures for both types of prepregs
The core free samples, regardless of their type, do not have regular surface defects such as
pin holes. Weaker thermomechanical properties can occur along with the composition of
fibers in one prepreg and as a result, can be a possible site for defect formation. The type
B hot melt prepregs having a core were found to give more defects through the line of fiber
configuration as in the interface, the adhesion bonding between honeycomb and carbon
fiber is weaker compared to other tested prepregs, which may provide sites for voids and
pinholes to occur. While testing the B in solvent prepregs with core they are less possibility
for any voids and pinholes to occur along with the fiber line. As tested, A prepregs suffer
from much larger defects, which act as voids and holes on the surface.
Our experiments suggest that the aluminum mold being used for sample preparation can
cause different defects on the surface of the prepregs while curing. Therefore, the amount
of releasing reagent being used, and the surface of each mold was monitored during each
curing session.
Accordingly, the surface of both A and B prepregs were monitored. All the mentioned
criteria were under controlled and as a result, the surface of each samples was examined
considering all the DOE changeable parameters. Consequently, it is ideal to work with
ramping rate 3˚C/min and holding time of 2 hours and 50 minutes preferably with type A
as our candidate prepregs (Figure 2.17).
a) A Ramp 2 ˚C/min

b) B Ramp 2 ˚C/min

Holding time 2’.5”

Holding time 2’.5”
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c) A Ramp 3 ˚C/min

d) B Ramp 3 ˚C/min

Holding time 2’.5”

Holding time 2’.5”

Figure 2.17: Optical Microscopic structure of both A and B prepregs in different
conditions: a) A with Ramp 2˚C/min, Holding time of 2 hours and 50 minutes. b) B with
Ramp 2˚C/min, Holding time of 2 hours and 50 minutes. c) A with Ramp 3˚C/min,
Holding time of 2 hours and 50 minutes. d) B with Ramp 3˚C/min, Holding time of 2
hours and 50 minutes.
Note that, as it is obvious in Figure 2.17, type B samples have severe voids and pinholes
on the surface at lower ramps and start to have a uniform surface at higher ramps continuing
to have negligible voids. Whereas, type A prepregs would experience lower voids in
general and most specifically, during the ramp of 3˚C/min and holding time of 2 hours and
50 minutes.

2.5 Summary
Both commercial prepregs have pros and cons as mentioned earlier. As we increased the
temperature the Tg point increased as well. At ramp 2 ˚C/min, by increasing the temperature
both storage and loss modulus decreased. After the Tg point increased, using same samples
at higher ramp (5˚C/min), the pattern is nearly the same with lower values. So, switching
to a safer ramp (2.5– 3.5 ˚C/min) could be the best option so far.
To test this hypothesis later on, the central composite design as our design of experiment
was being used. Having 4 parameters in the design for optimizing 4 responses resulted in
running 40 tests. The evidence suggested that in order to have the best optimized conditions
meaning maximized storage modulus, stiffness and tan δ and minimized loss modulus our
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parameters for the central composite design need to be at ramp 3˚C/min, temperature 121
˚C, holding time of 2 hours and 50 minutes after curing for both A and B prepregs Table
2.5.
All the contours and 3D plots for the statistical analysis section agree to the outcomes and
according to the optical microscopic results, A samples have better uniformity and less
holes by increasement of the ramp compared to B samples Figure 2.17.
At higher holding time the stiffness value for B samples are slightly more acceptable and
practical compared to the values for A results shown in Figure 2.8& Figure 2.10. Using
TGA and DSC devices, the type A sample shows better homogeneity (better adhesion
between epoxy resin and carbon fiber) but weaker adhesion to Nomex honeycomb core,
especially at current processing temperature (121 ˚C) or higher (150 ˚C), lowering the
temperature seems slightly helpful but a tiny shoulder peak can be somewhat still
noticeable.
All in all, it was understood that by increasing the ramp factor up to 3˚C/min, type A
prepregs have better thermomechanical performance and would experience less voids and
pinholes on their surfaces. The probability of increasing the holding time after the curing
process as one of the DOE variables would be covered within the rest of this dissertation.
This could help to enhance the thermomechanical performance and lower the number of
pinholes/ voids on the composite surfaces.
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Chapter 3

3

Improving and comparing the mechanical properties of
two commercial prepregs by optimizing the carbon
fiber- epoxy resin matrix composites

3.1 Abstract
By increasing the ramp factor up to 3˚C/min, type A prepregs were found in the last Chapter
to have better thermomechanical performance and less void and pinhole formation on their
surfaces. In this chapter, the increase of holding time after the curing process as one of the
DOE variables is examined as the second phase of the optimization. This could help to
boost the thermomechanical performance and lower the number of pinholes/ voids on the
composite surfaces.
Later, the mechanical properties of two commercial composite prepregs of interest were
investigated for the manufacture rowing racing boats aiming carbon fiber- epoxy resin
technology working with the two optimized conditions and the first initial condition that
prepregs were cured in. The goals were to examine how to control the resin properties and
curing temperature to improve adhesion, modulus of toughness and tensional strength.
Developing an efficient curing process was required to enhance the curing characteristics
and improve the mechanical properties. The initial curing conditions were examined
following the two optimized steps for specific mechanical testing using an Instron device.
The results for the toughness modulus values suggest that among both type A and B
prepregs, type B prepregs would have higher values. By increasing the ramp factor to
3˚C/min, the toughness modulus decreased by 2%for both composites. The hardness test
was also used to indicate that we were able to decrease voids and pinholes by switching
the conditions from ramp 2˚C/min and holding time of 2 hours and 50 to ramp 3˚C/min
while having the same holding time. Consequently, reaching the condition of ramp 3˚C/min
and holding time of 3 hours and 39 minutes made the prepregs more porous and burnt
texture simultaneously.

Keywords
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Adhesion bonding, Carbon fiber- epoxy resin, Composite prepregs, DMA, Instron, Ramp
curing process, Modulus of toughness, Tensional strength, TGA.

3.2 Introduction
Improving the mechanical properties of composites is of tremendous interest in today’s
world. A composite material is a combination of two or more materials whose properties
are different yet superior to the basic components1. Carbon fibers are known to improve
the mechanical performance of the composite, providing excellent stiffness and strength,
as well as good thermomechanical, electrical and chemical properties, while having a
tremendous weight savings over metals2.
Due to the lower price of the carbon fibers compared to the other polymer fibers, these
carbon fiber composites have been found suitable in automobile, aerospace industries as
well as marine industry and sports applications3. Using the autoclave method and applying
pressure during the process of the curing results in numerous defects and voids due to the
excessive pressure force on the surface of samples within the curing process 4. Therefore,
the need for light weight composites has used both autoclave and out of autoclave (OoA)
techniques be replaced by vacuum bagging only (VBO) using the oven curing method1.
While the autoclave technique involves complicated temperature or pressure control, the
vacuum bagging oven curing method uses only resin impregnation into the carbon fibers
which can result in less voids, producing complicated structures and overall production of
the near neat shape components.
The main barrier coating materials that are suitable for the corrosive marine conditions are
epoxy resins, which also provide reinforcement due to their high tensile strength and
modulus as well as easy processing, good thermal resistance, chemical resistance and
dimensional stability5-6.
Being firstly discovered in 1909, epoxy resins are defined as prepolymers having more
than one epoxide group and low molecular weight7. As an important thermosetting resin,
it can be hardened using numerous curing agents while the consumption of accelerators for
making the process faster to some extent. The unique features within the process would be
dependent on the exact proportion of the epoxy resin, the curing agents and the accelerators
being used6-7.
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Carbon fiber- reinforced polymers (CFRP), contain carbon fibers embedded in the epoxy
resin thermosetting matrix. As a result, the prepreg is ready to lay up into the mold without
any additional resin for the curing process 8.
According to the literature, the usage of carbon fibers helps boost the mechanical
performance of the composites, providing excellent stiffness and strength, as well as good
thermomechanical, electrical and chemical properties, while providing weight savings over
metals

9

Due to the lower price of the carbon fibers compared to the glass or polymer

fibers, such composites are ideally suited to the automobile, aerospace industry as well as
marine industry and sports applications 10.
The interfacial properties between the mold and prepreg can also be one of the possible
reasons for surface defects which can be solved by either: a) a longer vacuum holding times
or b) longer holding periods after the process of curing. Comparing the mechanical
properties of the prepregs would help in better understanding of their functions and in
producing more defect- free surfaces.
In this research, the carbon fiber- reinforced polymer (CFRP), contain the carbon fiber
embedded in the epoxy resin thermosetting matrix. As a result, the prepreg is ready to lay
up into the mold without any additional resin for the curing process.
The possibility of having the second optimization phase for improving the mechanical
properties of the prepregs and lowering the number of pinholes and voids was examined in
this chapter. Considering the three critical conditions for curing prepregs as their
commercial curing conditions, their mechanical performances were tested. Accompanying
the initial curing condition of the prepregs (ramp 2˚C/min, temperature of 121˚C and
holding time of 2 hours and 50 minutes), two optimized curing conditions using the design
of the experiment (DOE) method were considered as three curing conditions were
examined for this section of the thesis. For the optimized phases ramp 3˚C/min,
temperature of 121˚C and accordingly holding times of 2 hours and 50 minutes and 3 hours
and 39 minutes were used testing the mechanical properties using Instron machine and
Hardness tests. Following the optical microscopy procedure, it became inevitable that
increasing the ramp to 3˚C/min and working with the holding time of 2 hours and 50
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minutes resulted in cured- unburnt samples with the best mechanical property
performances mostly for type A prepregs.
Enhancing the mechanical properties in carbon fiber-epoxy composites is a major
challenge. Therefore, two commercial prepregs were compared with each other, in their
specific curing conditions and glass transition points (Tg), using their initial and optimized
circumstances to have the best enhanced mechanical properties and the lowest defect
possible on their surfaces. For this research, type A and B prepregs were commercially
available, providing unidirectional carbon fibers and bisphenol A thermosetting epoxy
resins. A variety of mechanical tests from tensile to hardness and modulus of toughness
tests are examined in order to help understand the role of resin and material supplier
towards producing consistent high-performance racing shells. To do so, working with the
lab scale cured prepregs of type A and B, the mechanical performances of each composites
for reaching the voids-free and pinholes-free surfaces, while having the best mechanical
function are provided.
Using the three curing circumstances and preparing a new batch of samples for monitoring
their mechanical properties were the main aim of this chapter. The maximum tensile
strength, the stress at that point, the extension at breaking point, the yield before breaking,
the maximum load bearable by the samples, Young’s modulus and hardness values were
derived using an Instron and hardness devices to determine the performance of the
prepregs.

3.3 Experimental objectives
In this chapter, our role in enhancing the mechanical properties of the carbon fiber
reinforced with epoxy resin prepregs from different suppliers, type A and B, towards
producing high-performance racing hulls is under examination.

3.3.1 Sample preparation
The vacuum bagging only (VBO) technique was used for preparing the samples. Note that,
for this experiment, among the two types of preparation techniques, no Nomex honeycomb
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core was used. Moreover, for assembling these commercial prepregs, our supplier VBO
method was used, in the lab scale as shown in (Figure 3.1).
RELEASE PLY

VAC BAG

RELEASE PLY

VAC BAG
ALUMINU
BIAX NS
1/16” HC CORE
BIAX NS
ALUMINU
M MOLD

ALUMINUM PLATE
BIAX NS (3)
ALUMINUM
MOLD

Figure 3.1: Assembly for curing Prepreg: a) without core (used for the samples of this
research), b) with honeycomb core.
Consequently, with the VBO molding process using the oven curing cycle, both A and B
prepregs were cured. Thermo/Lindberg/Blue M VO914C Laboratory Vacuum Oven was
used for the curing process which can work at the temperature up to 200 ˚C. Later, the
OMEGA CN7800 controller was installed for the oven helping the device to work by the
ramp and soak mode (Figure 3.2).
a)

b)

Figure 3.2: a) VBO technique using an oven and its controller b) Final cured prepreg
product after using the VBO technique.
The procedure was then repeated using initial and two optimized curing conditions,
meaning three layers of prepregs, specific type, were used for each sample preparation. A
pair of (15*15 cm2) aluminum plates were employed to hold the samples together. To avoid
the occurrence of air bubbles between the layers of the prepregs, the samples were
maintained under constant 11 psi central vacuum line inside the oven to minimize air
bubble formation4.
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3.3.2 Methodology
3.3.2.1

Optimization condition using the central composite design
phase II

The second phase of the optimization deals with higher holding time after the curing
process compared to the first optimization phase. In other words, this section uses the same
DOE variables with 40 runs for both A and B prepregs while dealing with different
limitations for the variables.
Consequently, the A and B samples were examined using a Nikon Eclipse L150 optical
microscope for the occurrence of possible voids and pinholes focusing on the maximized
holding time after the curing process. Optical microscopy was also used to compare both
commercial matrix composites in their initial condition and their extreme holding time after
the curing process condition.

3.3.2.2

Dynamic Mechanical Analysis (DMA)

To measure the mechanical properties of the carbon fiber epoxy systems, dynamic
mechanical testing was performed using a Dynamic Mechanical Analysis (DMA) TA Q800
system with a single cantilever clamp according to ASTM D4065-1211. All 36 sample bars
were subjected to vibration at 1Hz with amplitude of 15 µm. The oven temperature ramps
were from room temperature to 200˚C using a ramp rate of 3˚C/min, while the force was
measured using the applied 1 Hz frequency on one end while the other end of the samples
are clamped and fixed.

3.3.2.3

Tensile tests using the Instron device

An Instron 5943 device was used for testing the tensile mechanical properties of the
prepregs. After running the DOE experiment meaning 4 parameters of ramp, temperature,
holding time after the curing process and type of prepregs and dealing with 4 response
values of storage modulus, loss modulus, stiffness and Tanδ, the optimization stage for the
curing process three curing conditions were used for testing the tensile properties. By using
the ASTM D3039/D3039M – 14 method for the tensile testing of the prepregs, 5 samples
were used for running each condition12. Three layers of solid prepregs with 90˚ as an angle
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were layered on top of each other and after the curing process, a thin flat strip of material
having a constant rectangular cross section was mounted in the grips of the mechanical
testing machine (Instron), with the force loaded in tension. Correspondingly, the ultimate
strength of the material was determined from the maximum force carried before failure13.
For all 30 samples tested using the tensile method, the same dimensions were used for each
sample, i.e. length, width and thickness of each samples were 100.66mm, 6.04mm and 0.70
mm respectively.
This tensile testing used the strain control technique in which, greater extension means we
are pulling the system quicker and in our case the extension value was 2.698 (mm/min)
shown in Figure 3.3 . This is due to the samples being rigid, therefore in deformation rate
control we don’t have to pull them fast and can work with moderate speed.

Figure 3.3. The extension technique for the prepreg composite bars using the Instron
device14.

3.3.2.4

Thermal Gravimetric Analysis (TGA)

To determine the heat stability and relative epoxy resin/carbon fiber adhesion, the un-cured
prepreg was heated to 700 ˚C at a ramping rate of 10˚C/min in N2 atmosphere, with a purge
rate of 50mL/min using Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) on TA Q600 system. For
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assuring the resin and carbon fiber content, the second TGA batch was run using the same
method.

3.3.2.5

Hardness technique

According to the E384 11E1ASTM method13, 15, 3 samples were obtained using each
curing condition and testing was performed on each surface 5X using different areas from
the samples with a Buehler MicroMet 5100. Each part had to be mounted using a paraffin
wax material so that they would be steady during the process of the hardness test.
A square base pyramid shaped diamond was used for testing the hardness in the Vickers
scale. Typically loads are very light, ranging from 10gm to 1kgf and for our case 50 gf
was used as the proper load while having a magnification of 50x.

3.4 Results and discussion
3.4.1 The Central composite design (CCD) as the DOE technique for
the optimization condition
Using the CCD and maximizing the holding time after the curing process was found to
enhance the mechanical properties of prepregs. Comparison of optimization phases and the
initial curing condition are shown in Figure 3.4 16.
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a)

b)
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c)

d)

Figure 3.4: Rate of enhancement in mechanical properties by increasing the holding time
after the curing process. In orders: A) Type A at initial point (Ramp at 2˚C/min, Temp at
121˚C, Holding time of 2 hours 50 minutes), B) Type B at initial point, C) Type A at
optimum point (Ramp at 3˚C/min, Temp 121 ˚C, Holding time of 2 hours 50 minutes), D)
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Type B at optimum point, E) Type A with higher holding time (Ramp at 3˚C/min, Temp
at 121˚C, Holding time of 7 hours), F) Type B with higher holding time.
As a result, the optimization was performed first using only the conditions that the
industrial supplier wanted in their target values or in other words, optimal values. Later it
was understood that by fixing all the factors in their target positions and maximizing the
holding time after curing, the desirability of the optimum points for A samples would
increase from 0.72 to 0.76. For the B samples, the desirability only slight decreased from
0.69 to 0.66.

3.4.1.1

The optimization phase part II

After running experimental 40 runs using the central composite method, the data was
processed for the second phase of optimization. By increasing the holding period after the
curing process as one of the parameters of the DOE desgin, the responses for the DMA
device and mechanical properties were significantly enhanced 16.
The second phase of the DOE used the same four quadratic models that were fit to enhance
the mechanical properties of the prepregs. First, three out of the four factors were set as
target values while maximizing the holding time after the curing process, meaning we set
the ramp at 3˚C/min, temperature at 121˚C. Both types of prepregs were maintained. Our
goal was to find an optimum point with the best performance in mechanical properties
which is having the maximized storage modulus, stiffness and Tan δ and minimized loss
modulus at the same time Table 3.1 .
Table 3.1: Constraints on the second phase optimization using the central composite
design.
Name

Low limit

Upper limit

Upper
weight
1

Importance

3

Lower
weight
1

Ramp
(˚C/min)
Temperature
(˚C)
Holding time
(Hour)
Types of
prepregs

2
121

138

1

1

3

2

3.39

1

1

5

A

B

1

1

3

5

88

Storage
modulus
(GPa)
Loss
modulus
(GPa)
Stiffness
(KN/m)
Tan δ

12.44

18.71

1

1

4

0.11

0.13

1

1

3

5.33E+006

8.63E+006

1

1

3

6E-3

8.8E-3

1

1

4

It is obvious that the storage modulus, as the energy being stored at the elastic portion of
the samples, should be at the highest level. However, the loss modulus, which represents
the energy dissipated as heat in the viscous portion of the samples, should be at its lowest
value4. Similarly, a polymer transformation from a hard-glassy material to a soft rubbery
one, Tan δ value, should be at the highest value. These factors, along with the stiffness and
toughness modulus of the prepregs, are the critical aspects that would enhance the
mechanical properties of the samples and are the reasons why we chose such limits for our
responses4.
As a result, three of the responses (storage modulus, stiffness and Tan δ) should be
maximized and the loss modulus should be minimized1. Following the response surface
design being used for the second time, 19 solutions were found considering the conditions
for two combinations of categoric factor levels. However, only two of the conditions would
be our practical solutions and will be used again for the tensile and adhesion bonding tests
for further analysis Table 3.2.
Table 3.2: Propriate solutions possible for central composite design optimum value for
both types of A and B samples in the second phase optimization.
Num

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Ramp
(˚C/min)

Temp
(˚C)

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2.87

121
121
121
121
124
125
121
121

Holding
time
(Hour)

Types of
prepregs

Storage
Modulus
(GPa)

Loss
Modulus
(GPa)

Stiffness
(GN/m)

Tan δ

Desirabil
ity

3.39
3.39
3.37
3.35
3.39
3.39
3.26
3.39

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

15.46
15.46
15.44
15.42
15.43
15.42
15.34
15.48

11.89E-2
11.88E-2
11.89E-2
11.89E-2
11.8E-2
11.77E-2
11.88E-2
11.93E-2

8.26
8.28
8.27
8.26
8.30
8.30
8.23
8.23

7.7E-3
7.7E-3
7.7E-3
7.7E-3
7.7E-3
7.7E-3
7.7E-3
7.7E-3

7.74E-1
7.72E-1
7.7E-1
7.67E-1
7.63E-1
7.59E-1
7.53E-1
7.53E-1
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9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

3
3
3
2.96
3
3
2.9
2.87
3
3
3

129
130
121
121
121
121
121
121
121
121
121

3.39
3.39
3.39
3.39
3.36
3.39
3.38
3.39
3.21
2.97
2.90

A
A
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

15.32
15.29
17.56
17.56
17.53
17.57
17.53
17.54
17.37
17.13
17.06

11.64E-2
11.61E-2
11.32E-2
11.33E-2
11.33E-2
11.31E-2
11.35E-2
11.36E-2
11.37E-2
11.43E-2
11.45E-2

8.32
8.32
7.38
7.37
7.39
7.38
7.37
7.36
7.38
7.37
7.36

7.7E-3
7.7E-3
6.4E-3
6.4E-3
6.4E-3
6.4E-3
6.5E-3
6.5E-3
6.5E-3
6.5E-3
6.6E-3

7.35E-1
7.28E-1
6.74E-1
6.74E-1
6.73E-1
6.72E-1
6.70E-1
6.7E-1
6.64E-1
6.45E-1
6.38E-1

The 3D surfaces and 2D contour plots for the second optimum phase of this central
composite design are also available. The results of the interactions between four
independent variables and the two dependent variables are shown in (Figure 3.5), while
two other dependent variables were kept constant17.
a)

Temperature

b)

Temperature
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c)

Temperature

d)

Temperature

e)

Temperature
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f)

Temperature

g)

Temperature

h)

Temperature
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i)

Temperature

j)

Temperature

Figure 3.5: Optimization phase analysis part II: a) Desirability plot and contour in type A
prepreg (Optimum point number 1), b) Desirability plot and contour in type B prepreg
(Optimum point number 11th), c) Storage modulus plot and contour in type A prepreg
(Optimum point number 1), d) Storage modulus plot and contour in type B prepreg
(Optimum point number 11th), e) Loss modulus plot and contour in type A prepreg
(Optimum point number 1), f) Loss modulus plot and contour in type B prepreg
(Optimum point number 11th), g) Stiffness plot and contour in type A prepreg (Optimum
point number 1), h) Stiffness plot and contour in type B prepreg (Optimum point number
11th), i) Tan δ plot and contour in type A prepreg (Optimum point number 1), j) Tan δ
plot and contour in type B prepreg (Optimum point number 11th).
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It is apparent from the above plots that even in the second phase of the optimization, the
optimum value for the A prepreg shows a good improvement in its mechanical properties
or in other words in enhancement of responses comparing to the B prepreg as in the
eleventh(11th) optimum point shown in Table 3.2. However, only in the stiffness part, type
B shows better qualities (showing with the green area rather than the red ones) but overall
it would not change the fact that A prepregs are better candidates for industrial and lab
scale usage in the curing process. Thus, maximizing the holding time after curing seems to
increase the mechanical properties with a recognizable ratio and would not change the fact
of using A prepregs instead of the B ones.

3.4.1.2

Optical microscopic figures using the optimization phase for
both types of prepregs

It is understood that enhancing the holding time after the curing process could help
eliminate pinholes on the surface to some extent. However, reaching 7 hours for the
holding time would almost burn the sample and voids and pinholes would be more severe
afterwards, while the stiffness of the sample would not be at its highest value. This
phenomenon would also happen with the holding time of 3 hours and 39 minutes, second
phase of optimization.
As shown in Figure 3.6, the two types of A and B prepregs after the curing process are
shown by optical microscopy comparing 2 and 3˚C/min as ramp rates and 2 hours and 50
minutes, 3 hours and 39 minutes and 7 hours as their holding time.
a) A Ramp 2 ˚C/min

b) B Ramp 2 ˚C/min

Holding time 2’.5”

Holding time 2’.5”
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c) A Ramp 3 ˚C/min

d) B Ramp 3 ˚C/min

Holding time 3’.39”

Holding time 3’.39”

e) B Ramp 2 ˚C/min

f) B Ramp 3 ˚C/min

Holding time 7’

Holding time 7’

Figure 3.6: Optical Microscopic structure of both A and B prepregs in different
conditions: a) A with Ramp 2˚C/min, Holding time of 2 hours and 50 minutes. b) B with
Ramp 2˚C/min, Holding time of 2 hours and 50 minutes. c) A with Ramp 3˚C/min,
Holding time of 3 hours and 39 minutes. d) B with Ramp 3˚C/min, Holding time of 3
hours and 39 minutes. e) B with Ramp 2˚C/min, Holding time of 7 hours. f) B with Ramp
3˚C/min, Holding time of 7 hours.
Accordingly, by increasing the ramping rate to 3˚C/min, the mechanical properties of the
prepregs were improved. However, having 3 hours and 39 minutes as the holding time
after the curing process resulted in larger pinholes and more void formation on the surface
of the samples. This can result in burnt composite structures and by reaching the extreme
of 7 hours would cause severe burnt textures Figure 3.6.
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3.4.2 Thermal gravimetry analysis (TGA) for both A and B prepregs
indicating the mechanical behavior status of the composites
In this section after curing prepregs of both type A and B following three conditions of:
ramp 2˚C/min, temperature 121˚C and holding time of 2 hours and 50 minutes after the
curing process; ramp 3˚C/min, temperature 121˚C and holding time of 2 hours and 50
minutes and ramp 3˚C/min, temperature of 121˚C and holding time of 3 hours and 39
minutes, we examine the critical factors determining the tensile behavior of both type A
and B prepregs.
Considering the Tg points derived from the DMA device, there is a special relationship
between the performed curing temperature of each prepregs and their specific glass
transition point that would make our samples either more viscous or brittle compared to
each other. Using thermogravimetry analysis (TGA), the resin content before the curing
process for type A was 40% whilst the B sample had 35% as the resin content which would
make the amount of carbon fiber be higher in B samples rather than the type A ones, 65%
and 60% respectively. As a result, we are expecting to have more brittle samples using the
B type. To ensure the resin and carbon fiber content, the second TGA batch was run having
similar results.
Note that out of 6 conditions for both types of prepregs, the higher holding time factor can
make both types more brittle and burnt to some extent. As a result, the focus is comparing
both ramps of 2 and 3˚C/min by having the same onset curing temperature of 121˚C and
holding time of 2 hours and 50 minutes. Table 3.3 is addressing the conditions that each
sample is facing as a result of the difference between their onset curing temperature and
their glass transition points derived from the TGA device.
Table 3.3: Addressing types of the prepregs using special relationship between onset
curing temperature and the glass transition temperature.
Ramp
(˚C/min)

Holding
time
(min)

Prepreg
type

Performed
curing
temperature
(T)(˚C)

Glass transition
temperature
(Tg)(˚C)

Relationship
between the
temperatures

Type of
samples at
that
condition

2

170

A

121

105.10

T>Tg

More
viscous

96

3

170

A

121

119.92

T>Tg

3
2

219
170

A
B

121
121

110.96
147.09

T>Tg
Tg>T

3

170

B

121

148.15

Tg>T

3

219

B

121

155.03

Tg>T

More
viscous
Burnt
More
Brittle
More
Brittle
Burnt

The TGA device was used to run tests for both types of the prepregs before and after the
curing process. Initially both type A and B prepregs had respectively, 40% and 35% resin
content which leads to the fact that the amount of carbon fiber for B samples would be 5%
higher than the A ones as A and B contain 60% and 65% carbon fiber correspondingly. By
overlapping results for each condition versus the initial condition the resin loss was found
(Figure 3.7).
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Figure 3.7: The TGA overlapping results before and after the curing process a) A
sample, ramp 2˚C/min, holding time 2 hours and 50 minutes, b) A sample, ramp 3˚C/min,
holding time 2 hours and 50 minutes, c) A sample, ramp 3˚C/min, holding time 3 hours
and 39 minutes, d) B sample, ramp2˚C/min, holding time 2 hours and 50 minutes, e) B
sample, ramp 3˚C/min, holding time 2 hours and 50 minutes, f) B sample, ramp 3˚C/min,
holding time 3 hours and 39 minutes.
During the process of curing using each condition, the resin content did not change and
was nearly the same as before the curing process as the values by the weight plot using
TGA is showing close results in (Figure 3.7). Similar results were derived using the peak
value of the derivative weight percentage plot, which also indicate that our resin content
before and after the curing process are having the same results (Figure 3.7).
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3.4.3 Glass transition point values using the (DMA)
Below are the glass transition point values derived from the DMA device. It is clear that
by using peak value of the Tan 𝛿 plot, the Tg points can be determined (Figure 3.8).
Comparing both type A and B prepregs the Tg point for type B is higher not focusing on
the ramping and the holding time after the curing process. This leads to better mechanical
properties and better performance for type B samples as the transition temperature between
the rigid phase and the rubbery phase is higher. For each prepreg type separately, the glass
transition point at ramp 3˚C/min and holding time of 2hours and 50 minutes are more
reliable as the samples would not be burnt compared to the same ramp and holding time of
3 hours and 39 minutes (Figure 3.8).
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Figure 3.8: a) A sample Ramp 2˚C/min, temperature 121˚C, holding time 2 hours and 50
minutes, b) A sample Ramp 3˚C/min, temperature 121˚C, holding time 2 hours and 50
minutes, c) A sample Ramp 3˚C/min, temperature 121˚C, holding time of 3 hours and 39
minutes, d) B sample Ramp 2˚C/min, temperature 121˚C, holding time 2 hours and 50
minutes, e) B sample Ramp 3˚C/min, temperature of 121˚C, holding time 2 hours and 50
minutes, f) B sample Ramp 3 ˚C/min, temperature 121 ˚C, holding time 2 hours and 39
minutes.
The stress-strain curves were plotted for all the 6 initial and optimum conditions using the
best values as shown in (Figure 3.9). As the plot shows, type B samples behave in a more
brittle format due to having more carbon fiber in their structures. The elastic portion of the
plot is longer for type A sample at ramp 3˚C/min and holding time of 2 hours and 50
minutes while B samples mostly at ramp 3˚C/min with the same holding time are the stiffest
prepreg overall.
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Figure 3.9: Stress-strain curves for prepregs having both optimum and initial curing
conditions with ramping rate of 2 and 3˚C/min and holding time after the curing process
value of 2 hours and 50 minutes and 3 hours and 39 minutes for both type A and B
prepregs.

3.4.4 Tensile Strength
Applying the same factor for both A and B prepregs, the tensile strength values were
determined using the Instron device with the average values of five samples plotted for
each condition (Figure 3.10). Using the second TGA run for all six conditions, the resin
loss was calculated for the prepregs: a-Figure 3.10. This allowed us to measure the tensile
strength and compare the results with the percentage of resin lost. However, as the bar
charts are so close in values mostly for comparing prepregs at holding time of 2 hours and
50 minutes and 3 hours and 39 minutes, we zoomed in and replotted the values in order to
have an accurate conclusion b-Figure 3.10.

b)
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*

b)

Figure 3.10: a) Tensile strength and percentage of the resin loss bar chart for both
prepregs considering initial and optimum conditions using Instron, b) Tensile strength
zoomed in to accurately compare two prepregs at same conditions using Instron.
As is evident from the tensile strength plot, by increasing the ramp to 3˚C/min and having
the same holding time for the curing, the stress at break point is expected to increase. The
tensile strength would increase to a higher extent while working with the A prepregs at a
ramp rate of 3˚C/min and holding time of 2 hours and 50 minutes, as they are having 68%
of the carbon fiber content rather than B prepregs with 69% of carbon fiber content after
the curing process. The A prepregs are more viscous after the curing compared to the more
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brittle B samples, with the tensile strength values corroborating this. Comparing both of
the prepregs for higher holding time of 3 hours and 39 minutes while having the same ramp
of 3˚C/min, the samples would only burn so the tensile strength value for more brittle
prepregs would decrease to some extent.
In order to analyze the zoomed in plot accurately, a t-test was used to compare the values
with each other as shown in Table 3.4. According to the literature, this method would be
used for figuring out the difference between the means of two groups18.
Table 3.4: The t-test results for the tensile strength results using the Holm-Sidak method
for the two types of prepregs.
Signif

P value

Mean1

Mean2

Diff

SE of

t ratio

DOF

diff
R2H2.5

Yes

<0.0000

Adj-p

Status

value

120.6

104.6

15.99

1.4

11.43

8

<0.00001

***

1
R3H2.5

No

0.56954

125

124.6

0.42

0.71

0.59

8

0.56954

NS

R3H3.39

Yes

0.02077

115.3

117.3

-2.04

0.71

2.87

8

0.04112

*

As the results indicate, both the initial and the last conditions give significant differences
between the two type of prepregs. Also, having the not significant results for ramp 3 ˚C/min
and holding time of 2 hours and 50 minutes agrees to the fact that there is no special
difference in using either of the prepregs. Note that, while using the Holm-Sidak method,
the alpha value was 0.05 and that each row was analyzed individually, without assuming a
consistent SD19.

3.4.5 Elongation percentage to break
Both prepregs were found to have better mechanical properties while performing at ramp
3˚C/min and the holding time of 2 hours and 50 minutes. As a result, the ultimate
elongation, which is the strain on a sample at break point, was found to increase. As the A
samples have more resin content, compared to B ones, the elongation for such prepregs
would be higher by increasing the ramp and having the same holding time as the tensile
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strength value. However, when increasing the holding time after curing at the same ramp
value, the samples would become more brittle and the ultimate elongation value would
decrease. Note that, there was a huge difference between the elongation of the break for
both A and B prepregs at ramp 2˚C/min which is since type B samples were more brittle at
first compared to the A samples and by increasing the ramp at same holding time, we could
improve the mechanical properties of the prepregs (Figure 3.11).

***

***

***

Figure 3.11: Elongation at break point for both A and B prepregs.
Using the same t-test method for the maximum elongation results, the bar charts show
significant differences between the samples according to their means. Note that such
differences are not due to chance. Therefore, the A prepregs have a higher maximum
elongation and at the ramp 3˚C/min and holding time of 2 hours and 50 minutes both
prepregs are experiencing the highest maximum elongation value Table 3.5.
Table 3.5: The t-test results for the maximum elongation value using the Holm-Sidak
method by the design expert software for the curing conditions using two types of
prepregs.
Signif P value

Mean1 Mean2

Diff

SE of
diff

t ratio

DOF

Adj-p
value

Status
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R2H2.5

Yes

<0.00001

6.48

2.81

3.67

14.17E-2

25.9

8

<0.00001

***

R3H2.5

Yes

0.00002

6.69

5.28

1.42

16.06E-2

8.83

8

0.00004

***

R3H3.39

Yes

0.00005

6.05

5.07

0.97

12.3E-2

7.91

8

0.00005

***

3.4.6 Young’s Modulus
According to the results, type B prepregs have a higher Young’s modulus compared to the
A ones. This indicates that the higher carbon fiber content in the B prepregs leads to a
higher Young’s modulus and as a result greater stiffness. As this time, we are more focused
on the carbon fiber content, the glass transition temperature was also measured using the
DMA device, with the results given in a-Figure 3.12. The glass transition point (Tg) is
where the polymer transitions from a hard-glassy material to a soft rubbery one; it is
beneficial to have a look at the stiffness region of the materials while categorizing them as
either brittle or viscous, recalling that polymers are visco-elastic. As the onset curing
temperature was 121˚C for both prepregs, the B samples having a higher carbon fiber
content showed a more brittle texture compared to the viscous structure of the A samples.
Considering the first stage of having the same holding time while improving the ramp to
3˚C/min, the A prepregs have a lower Young’s modulus value compared to the B samples.
This is attributed to them being more viscous, and the ratio of the stress to strain is lower
compared to the B prepregs in their more brittle manner b-Figure 3.12.
a)
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b)

Figure 3.12: a) Young’s modulus bar chart for both prepregs considering initial and
optimum conditions using Instron, b) Young’s modulus zoomed in, to accurately
compare two prepregs at same conditions using Instron.
Finally, at the same ramp increasing the holding time would make both parties more brittle
therefore, the young’s modulus would increase but still the B samples would have higher
values as their carbon fiber content is higher compared to the A prepregs.
Having a close difference between the two groups of prepregs, the t-test method was used
to compare the differences of the means for each prepreg and whether such alterations were
made by chance or not Table 3.6.
Table 3.6: The t-test results for the Young’s modulus value using the Holm-Sidak
method by the design expert software for the curing conditions using two types of
prepregs.
Signif

P value

Mean1

Mean2

Diff

SE of

t ratio

DOF

diff

Adj-p

Stat

value

us

R2H2.5

No

0.1842

1.47E4

1.49E4

-211.7

145.6

1.45

8

0.3037

NS

R3H2.5

No

0.1653

1.46E4

1.5E4

-373.5

244.6

1.53

8

0.3037

NS

R3H3.39

Yes

0.00773

1.49E4

1.52E4

-326.3

92.43

3.53

8

0.023

**
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Accordingly, having the first two curing conditions in the not significant manner show,
there would be no difference for using either of the prepregs during the process of curing
for both 2 and 3˚C/min ramp values at the same holding time of 2 hours and 50 minutes.
However, using a ramp rate of 3˚C/min and having the 3 hours and 39 minutes as the
holding time process of curing would make a good difference in the comparison of the
means for two prepreg types and as the B samples are generally more brittle, they would
be having a higher Young’s modulus.

3.4.7 Modulus of toughness
The sample modulus of toughness was measured using the surface area under the stress vs
the strain plot for each of the curing conditions as shown in (Figure 3.13).

Figure 3.13: Toughness modulus for both type A and B prepregs using the surface area
under the stress vs the strain plot.
It is evident that the amount of energy B samples can handle before their breakage point,
is higher than the A samples due to the higher carbon fiber content. Therefore, the
toughness modulus value for type B prepregs is higher. By increasing the ramp factor to
3˚C/min, the modulus of toughness decreased slightly for both of the parties, meaning the
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mechanical properties of the samples have improved as we were not looking for the highest
toughness modulus overall. Not to mention that by increasing the holding time while
having the same ramp, the toughness modulus just diminished due to having burnt samples.

3.4.8 Hardness
Using the aforementioned steps, type B samples have a higher hardness value compared to
the A prepregs. B samples are having smaller indentations and as a result are mostly harder.
As type B samples have a greater carbon fiber content, their resistance toward the plastic
deformation is larger. By increasing the ramp to 3˚C/min, while having the same holding
time, we found that the hardness could be increased for the A samples as well while having
a slight decrease in the B type (Figure 3.14).

*
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**

Figure 3.14: Hardness for both A and B type of prepregs using the Buehler MicroMet
5100 series hardness device.
Hence, increasing the holding time to 3 hours and 39 minutes led to the samples burning a
decrease in the hardness amount for both prepreg types occurred. Overall, the results show
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that a ramp rate of 3˚C/min and a holding time of 2 hours and 50 minutes made the
performance of A samples more efficient.
As the results are close to each other, the t-test was run once again. As predicted earlier,
during the ramp 2˚C/min and holding time of 2 hours and 50 minutes, the means of the two
types have significant differences with each other and the p-value for this step is lower than
0.05, meaning the hardness results in this stage are not made by chance. While increasing
the ramp rate to 3˚C/min at the same holding time is showing not big of a difference
between the prepregs and confirming that such differences are made randomly. Finally, the
enhancing of holding time to 3 hours and 39 minutes did bring differences and the p-value
using this step is smaller than 0.01 Table 3.7.
Table 3.7: The t-test results for the hardness value using the Holm-Sidak method by the
design expert software for the curing conditions using two types of prepregs.
Signif

P value

Mean1 Mean2

Diff

SE of

t ration

DOF

diff

Adi-p

Status

value

R2H2.5

Yes

0.017

18.18

21.08

-2.9

0.74

3.912

4

0.034

*

R3H2.5

No

0.278

19.59

20.55

-0.97

0.77

1.253

4

0.278

NS

R3H3.39

Yes

0.007

18.38

21.77

-3.39

0.65

5.182

4

0.02

**

3.4.8.1

Optical microscopy figures using the hardness technique

By examining the different curing conditions using optical microscopy, the results show
that the harder the surface the smaller is the indenter mark, with all samples giving a clear
diamond shape on the surface of the samples. As shown in the figures at a ramp rate of
2˚C/min and holding time of 2 hours and 50 minutes, the sample shows severe voids and
pinholes on the surface as well and we could decrease the amount by improving the curing
conditions to 3˚C/min using the same holding time (Figure 3.15).
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Figure 3.15: Indentation mark on the surface of the samples using Buehler MicroMet
5100 series as hardness device a) A sample, ramp 2˚C/min, holding time 2 hours and 50
minutes, b) A sample, ramp 3˚C/min, holding time 2 hours and 50 minutes, c) A sample,
ramp 3˚C/min, holding time 3 hours and 39 minutes, d) B sample, ramp2˚C/min, holding
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time 2 hours and 50 minutes, e) B sample, ramp 3˚C/min, holding time 2 hours and 50
minutes, f) B sample, ramp 3˚C/min, holding time 3 hours and 39 minutes.
Note that samples at the last condition using ramp 3˚C/min and holding time of 3 hours
and 39 minutes are showing more porous surface with larger pinholes and voids as they
are burnt even thought their mechanical properties slightly improved.

3.5 Summary
It is understood that if delamination happens, it will likely to occur between prepreg and
honeycomb for A-boat surface, and between layers of prepreg for B-boat surface.
Therefore, as we are mostly focusing on the A prepregs increasing the holding time after
the curing process, one of the parameters of the DOE, would decrease the delamination in
between the honeycomb and prepreg layer.
From the DMA device, an increase of holding time after the curing process to 7 hours
resulted in a noticeable enhancement in the mechanical properties of the prepregs. Thus,
for the optimization phase part II the same parameters were being used except we
maximized the holding time after the curing process. Values for the second optimization
phase indicate that, the optimum points being used for this phase for both A and B prepregs
have ramp of 3˚C/min, the temperature of 121˚C and holding time of 3 hours and 39
minutes after the curing process Table 3.2.
Consequently, using the TGA results before and after the curing cycles for the commercial
prepregs indicated that, there is a special relationship between the performed curing
temperature of each prepregs and their specific glass transition point that would make our
samples either more viscous or brittle compared to each other. Therefore, following this
technique type A composites would be more viscous and type B ones would be more brittle
Table 3.3 & Figure 3.9.
Working with the tensile strength bar charts while using the Instron device indicate that by
increasing the ramp to 3˚C/min and having 2 hours and 50 minutes for the holding time
parameter, the stress at break point would increase as well, which would agree to the
assumption of viciousness/ brittleness of the two types of prepregs. Increasing the holding
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time to 3 hours and 39 minutes while having the same ramp would also agree that we are
dealing with burnt samples so the tensile strength value for such brittle prepregs would
decrease to some extent shown in Figure 3.10.
Checking different mechanical properties led to studding the Young’s modulus for the
prepreg composites Figure 3.12. Type B prepregs are showing higher values as their carbon
fiber content is higher compared to the A prepregs.
Accordingly, results for the modulus of toughness value suggests that, type B prepregs
would have higher values. By increasing the ramp factor to 3˚C/min the toughness modulus
decreased slightly for both composites, meaning the mechanical properties of the samples
have improved as we were not looking for the highest toughness modulus overall. Note
that increasing the holding time after the curing while having the same parameters
demonstrates that modulus of toughness value just decreased as dealing with burnt samples
(Figure 3.13).
As Figure 3.15 through the hardness test indicate, we were able to decrease voids and
pinholes by switching the conditions from ramp 2˚C/min and holding time of 2 hours and
50 to ramp 3˚C/min while having the same holding time. Consequently, reaching the
condition of ramp 3˚C/min and holding time of 3 hours and 39 made the prepregs more
porous and burnt texture simultaneously.
All in all, it was understood that type A prepregs are dealing with more viscous texture
compared to the brittle structure of B prepregs. Overall, the tensile strength and elongation
at the breakage for type A composites would be higher while increasing the ramp to
3˚C/min and holding time of 2 hours and 50 minutes. However, working with the young’s
modulus, toughness modulus and hardness of the samples the behavior would be the
opposite and type B prepregs would have higher values. Not to mention that at ramp
3˚C/min and increased holding time of 3 hours and 39 minutes, both prepregs would result
in burnt samples as they will be having more carbon fiber content during the curing process.
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Chapter 4

4

Conclusions and Recommendations

4.1 Conclusions
The present research showed that, both commercial prepregs have pros and cons. Using
TGA and DSC devices, the type A sample shows better homogeneity (better adhesion
between epoxy resin and carbon fiber) but weaker adhesion to Nomex honeycomb core,
especially at current processing temperature (121 ˚C) or higher (150 ˚C).
Moreover, as we are mostly focusing on type A prepregs increasing the holding time after
the curing process, one of the parameters of the DOE, would decrease the delamination in
between the honeycomb and prepreg layer. Note that, as we increased the temperature the
Tg point increased as well. At ramp 2 ˚C/min, by increasing the temperature both storage
and loss modulus decreased. After the Tg point increased, using same samples at higher
ramp (5˚C/min), the pattern is nearly the same with lower values. So, switching to a safer
ramp (2.5– 3.5 ˚C/min) could be the best option.
Later on, the central composite design as our design of experiment was being used. Having
4 parameters in the design for optimizing 4 responses resulted in running 40 tests. The
evidence suggested that in order to have the best optimized conditions meaning maximized
storage modulus, stiffness and tan δ and minimized loss modulus our parameters for the
central composite design need to be at ramp 3˚C/min, temperature 121 ˚C, holding time of
2 hours and 50 minutes after curing for both A and B prepregs.
The DMA device was being used to increase the holding time after the curing process to 7
hours resulting in noticeable enhancement in the mechanical properties of the prepregs.
Thus, for the second phase of our optimization the same parameters were being used except
we maximized the holding time after the curing process. Results of the second optimization
phase indicate that, the optimum points being used for this phase for both A and B prepregs
have the ramp of 3˚C/min, temperature of 121˚C and holding time of 3 hours and 39
minutes after the curing process. It is interesting to add that all the contours and 3D plots
for the statistical analysis section agreed to the above information except, at higher holding
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time (second optimization phase) the stiffness value for B samples were slightly more
acceptable and practical compared to the values for A results. Moreover, aiming the optical
microscopic, A samples have better uniformity and less holes by enhancement of the ramp
factor. Both commercial prepregs at ramp 3˚C/min and holding time of 3 hours and 39
minutes reached a burnt texture even though, their mechanical properties seemed to
improve at mentioned conditions.
Using the TGA results before and after the curing cycles for the prepregs indicated that,
there is a special relationship between the performed curing temperature of each prepregs
and their specific glass transition point that would make our samples either more viscous
or brittle compared to each other. Therefore, following this hypothesis type A composites
would be more viscous and type B ones would be more brittle.
Subsequently, checking different mechanical properties led to studding factors from the
tensile strength to the modulus of toughness results using the Instron device. Thus, as type
B prepregs are showing higher values in their carbon fiber content than A prepregs, the
young’s modulus and toughness modulus values would be higher but due to the resin
content their elongation at break point would be lower compared to type A prepregs.
Working with the tensile strength bar charts indicate that, increasing the ramp to 3˚C/min
and having 2 hours and 50 minutes for the holding time parameter, the stress at break point
would increase, which would agree to the assumption of viciousness/ brittleness of the two
types of prepregs.
Following the hardness technique, we were able to decrease voids and pinholes by
switching the conditions from ramp 2˚C/min and holding time of 2 hours and 50 to ramp
3˚C/min while having the same holding time. Consequently, reaching the condition of ramp
3˚C/min and holding time of 3 hours and 39 made the prepregs more porous and burnt
texture simultaneously.
All in all, it was understood that type A prepregs are better candidates and not only we
could increase the ramp of the curing process to up to 3 ˚C/min but also, we could eliminate
possible pin holes and sever voids by only increasing the holding time after the curing
process mostly to 2 hours and 50 minutes in the lab scale. Not to mention working with the
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A type would produce more viscous samples. Increasing the holding time to 3 hours and
39 minutes would make both prepregs resulting burnt samples as they will be having more
carbon fiber content during the curing process.

4.2 Recommendations for future works
During the present work, some areas were revealed to be of significant interest for future
research; as a result, for the next steps of this project, the following would be taken into
consideration:
•

Studying the mechanical properties of the initial and optimum curing conditions
using the Instron device to learn more about the effect of adhesions in between the
prepregs and honeycomb layer.

•

Examining the fracture surface of composites using SEM and other imaging
techniques to give us good information and accurate measurement on the size of
the pinholes and voids of the composite surface.

•

Aiming a kinetic model, for the oven curing process of such prepregs.

•

Elaborating on the possibility of switching to another resin, for instant, vinyl resins
can be prepared at room temperature and normal pressure, so it is reported to
strongly depend on the curing temperature, initiators and accelerator levels which
are already known and settled for this project.

•

Consuming graphene oxide or hemp fibers as the suitable candidate additives to
enhance the mechanical properties of the prepregs.
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